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Key fIGuRes
HaNSEN SICHERHEItStECHNIk aG

balance sheet figures 12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR +/- %

Balance sheet total  40,459.1 36,380.6 4,078.5 11.2

Shareholders‘ equity 27,035.6 23,663.8 3,371.8 14.2

Equity ratio (%) 66.8 65.0  

trade accounts receivable 6,904.9 7,357.5 -452.6 -6.2

trade accounts payable 2,778.8 3,178.6 -399.8 -12.6

Cash and cash equivalents 10,516.0 9,099.9 1,416.1 15.6

Working capital 2) 13,518.5 11,538.6 1,979.9 17.2

Cash flow Key figures 2007 2006

TeuR TeuR +/- %

Cash flow from operating activities 5,003.6 5,269.4 -265.8 -5.0

Cash flow from investing activities -1,328.3 -3,632.3 2,304.0 63.4

Cash flow from financing activities -2,512.9 -524.6 -1,988.3 -379.0

other Key figures 2007 2006 1)

TeuR TeuR +/- %

Sales revenues  38,503.1 38,531.4 -28.3 -0.1

EBItDa  7,850.9 8,704.9 -854.0 -9.8

EBIt 3) 6,891.7 8,037.1 -1,145.4 -14.3

Net financial income/loss 39.9 -159.5 199.4 125.0

EBt 6,931.6 7,877.6 -946.0 -12.0

Consolidated net income 5,732.1 3,689.1 2,043.0 55.4

Earnings per share in EUR 1.60 0.78 0.8 105.1

Dividends per share in EUR 4) 0.60  0.50 0.1 20.0

Personnel expenses 8,107.9 7,656.8 451.1 5.9

Employees at year end 400 379 21.0 5.5

1) 2006 adjusted
2) Sum of inventories and accounts receivable from customers, less accounts payable to suppliers
3) EBIt before income/loss from discontinued operations
4) Subject to approval of the annual general meeting; 2006 adjusted

[  T rac k ii  ]
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InTeRvIew
WItH tHE CEo oF HaNSEN SICHERHEItStECHNIk aG[ Track iii ]

Mr. dreyer, you sold the majority share of Hansen sicherheitstechnik aG to the Polish Group KoPeX
s.a. was that hard for you to do after managing the Company for 16 years, and what led you to give
up control?

It truly was not an easy decision. a business owner could keep his company in the family by passing it on 
to the next generation. I decided against that. In Germany we will find it more difficult in the future to make 
the best decisions for the mining segment because we do not have a home market here. I believe we that in 
the end run we will not be in a position in Germany to grow optimally over the long term as a mining supplier.  
It is different in Poland – there we anticipate several decades of strong prospects in the mining industry 
and, as a result, we see enormous opportunities to participate in the world market. Furthermore, it is already 
foreseeable now that in the future the relevant mining technology will come from China because the largest 
home market in the mining segment by far is there.
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you mentioned China‘s future outlook as the dominant country for mining technology. 
How will the Hansen expansion take form there?

We have been saying for three years that China will play the decisive role in the mining industry. I visited 
many companies in China within my capacity as CEo of Hansen SIcherheitstechnik aG. During negotiations 
there I recognised that you need to have a great deal of patience, despite declarations of intent. other than 
in Poland, the Czech Republic and South africa, we couldn‘t implement our success strategy in China – fast 
growth by way of an acquisition. Instead of that, we are pursuing an alternative strategy: We are building 
our own plant in small steps. By doing so, our procedure is profitable through purchasing advantages from 
the first day on. there are not many German firms in China that can make that claim.

Hansen is profitable in all the countries where it is active. why wasn‘t it possible to break the
records from 2005 with sales of euR 43.9 million and consolidated net income of nearly 
euR 7.0 million in 2007?

In 2007 the main reason was the logjam in orders in Russia. For internal reasons which we cannot  
determine, the Russian approval authority for explosion protection was unable to extend the certificates 
for our products. I would like to point out here that this has nothing to do with Hansen Sicherheitstechnik  
aG‘s products. Since our business model is every bit as robust as our balance sheet, we would have  
otherwise met our targets. therefore we are very satisfied with sales revenues of EUR 38.5 million and net 
income in the amount of EUR 5.7 million in 2007. We are hoping for continued growth from the new orders 
we will receive after joining with koPEX s.a. and strong stimulus from new business.

In december 2007 you were able to report the largest delivery order in Hansen‘s history
in the amount of euR 22.0 million. which additional milestones in the year 2007
stand out from your point of view?

the record order of EUR 22.0 million in South africa already mentioned shows us that we are on the 
right path and that we are now also being noticed by large customers. therefore we assess the strategic  
repurchase of 29.45 percent of our 100 percent stake in the South african subsidiary Hansen + Genwest 
as a success and a stable basis for the future. an additional milestone in 2007 is – on the one hand – the  
successful capacity reduction in Germany, which still had a negative impact on 2006 earnings. on 
the other hand, business was good in the Czech Republic with 3.8 percent growth in sales. We were 
able to land an additional large order, and at the same time achieve the first direct market entry in  
Central america, with a USD 3.8 million order from the Mexican coal mine Micare.

your final words to the shareholders of Hansen sicherheitstechnik aG?

First I would like to thank them for their trust which they have given us since the IPo on June 3, 2006.  
I wanted to repay the shareholders of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG for their trust. Not least, the change 
in the main owner is associated with a risk for the shareholders. For this reason I was convinced to commit 
the buyer koPEX s.a. to a takeover offer of EUR 17.50 per share. this offer is backed by a bank guarantee 
and can be accepted by all of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s shareholders within two time windows.  
Hansen shareholders who first bought shares can achieve a share price increase including dividend 
of nearly 470 percent in July 2008 at the latest. a takeover offer would not have been required by the  
open Market of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange; I felt, however, that this was only being fair to Hansen  
shareholders. I think that this will create further trust in the future.
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THe sHaRe
INvEStoR RElatIoNS[  T rac k iv  ]

stable stock market 
environment

Capital markets provided a mixed 
picture in the year 2007. While  
the German Stock Index (DaX) 
rose to a record of 8,106 points  
during the first seven months  
of the year, it fell again as the year 
went on – which was also caused by  
uncertainty concerning american  
mortgage banks. Despite the  
turbulencies of the subprime  
crisis, the DaX closed at 8,067  
points at year-end. this cor-
responds to an increase of nearly 21% compared to the index at the beginning of the year. 

difficult year for small- and mid-caps – industrial shares benefit

the Entry Standard‘s performance conformed for the most part in with the DaX during the first four months 
of 2007 and reached its high point for the year in the middle of February 2007 with 1,167 points. afterwards, 
it had substantial losses up to the end of May 2007. In July 2007 the Entry Standard Index was able to  
recover in value – which the DaX did not do – and reached 1,111 points. as the year went on, the Index noted 
by higher transparency requirements for the open market could not consolidate its position and closed at 
year-end 2008 at 837 points, about 24 percent below its value at the beginning of the year.

The Hansen share 
given a boost

the share of Hansen Sicherheits-
technik aG – traded on the open 
Market of the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange – has been able to  
increase its price by 475 percent 
since it started trading on June 
3, 2006 at a price of EUR 3.25  
(before the stock split EUR 6.50). 
the Hansen Sicherheitstechnik 
share price rose during 2007 from 
EUR 16.24 (pre-split price EUR 
32.48) at the beginning of 2007  
to a year-high EUR 22.19 in  
September 2007 and leveled off 
at EUR 17.70 at the end of 2007. 
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik‘s sha-
re price increased overall by 9  
percent in 2007. taking the  
EUR 0.50 (pre-split EUR 1.00)  
dividends distributed on June 22, 
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2007 into consideration, the share‘s total rate of return was nearly 12 percent. taking this into account, 
the Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s share can look back on a very successful year 2007 – in contrast to 
the weaker trend of the small- and midcap market as a whole. add to this the good economic situation; 
particularly the „raw material hunger“ of the emerging markets led to the sector trend welcomed by mine 
suppliers. kopex s.a.‘s voluntary takeover bid made in May 2007, which was extended on November 23, 2007 
to all current shareholders, also had a positive effect on the share price.

stock split in July 2007 led to increased liquidity

the annual general meeting voted to authorise 1,250,000 new shares from retained earnings – in addition 
to the existing authorised 1,250,000 shares – and issue them to current shareholders free of charge on 
July 27, 2007. Mathematically speaking, the stock split cut the share price by half by doubling the number 
of shares in each shareholder‘s  
depot. the Company‘s market  
capitalisation was not affected. 
one of the objectives of this 
measure was to increase the 
Company‘s issued capital and the 
other objective was to increase 
the number of shares in free float. 
In addition to increased liquidity, 
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG 
has received increasing attention 
among new investor groups.

strong dividend

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG 
has been noted in the past for 
its stable dividend policy and 
will continue to have its shareholders participate in the Company‘s success in the future. Consequently,  
the Company still plans to distribute 25 to 50 percent of consolidated net income as dividends.  
the Management will recommend a slightly higher dividend of EUR 0.60 per share at the 2008 annual 
general meeting.

experts see target price at euR 24.90

the analysis company vara Research recommends that investors buy the Hansen Sicherheitstechnik 
share based on their research update from January 7, 2008. In conclusion the market experts computed 
a fair enterprise value of EUR 24.90 per share for the mine supplier. the good order backlog – reflected 
in part by the major South african order in the amount of EUR 22 million – and the ongoing cost-cutting  
program were positive highlights. Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s prospects for growth in China, the  
largest world-wide coal production region, provided for additional fantasy. Plus, kopex s.a.‘s takeover bid 
valid until July 31, 2008 of EUR 17.50 provides downside security for the share price.

Transparency and continuity driving investor relations work

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG continued its active and transparent financial communication activities  
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during 2007 and substantially surpassed the transparency guidelines set forth by Deutsche Börse aG  
for the open Market. the activities included the immediate and comprehensive release of all of the  
Company‘s statements relevant to financial markets in German and English. While participating in the  
Small- and Midcap Conference held by Close Brothers Seydler aG in april 2007, the Company presented its 
business model to numerous financial market participants. Investor relations activities were rounded out  
by further road shows in Germany and abroad. In addition, we provide investors with current and  
comprehensive information all about Hansen Group‘s activities at the Company‘s home page under  
www.hansen-sicherheitstechnik.com. this is our way for the Company to further build trust and increase 
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s recognition level on an ongoing basis.

new majority shareholder Kopex s.a.

at the beginning of 2007, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg – whose majority shareholder is Christian 
Dreyer (sole member of the Management Board of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG) – held 87 percent of 
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG. Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH‘s share decreased – due to the steady sale  
of shares – to roughly 68 percent by November 2007. at the same time the free float increased  
correspondingly to about 32 percent. on May 10, 2007, Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG entered into a  
contract with the Polish company kopex s.a. over the sale and purchase of 850,000 shares of Hansen  
Sicherheitstechnik aG (68 percent of issued capital with voting rights). In order to provide fair treatment of 
the other shareholders, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH arranged the extension of the voluntary takeover bid to 
all of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s shareholders. then kopex s.a. extended a voluntary takeover offer 
to Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s other shareholders – valid until July 31, 2008 – for a price of EUR 17.50 
(before the stock split EUR 35.00) per share. this is not a legal requirement for the Company which is listed 
in the open Market. all shareholders are therefore granted the right to accept the EUR 17.50 offer for each of 
their Hansen Sicherheitstechnik shares within two time frames (December 31, 2007 – January 31, 2008 or 
June 30, 2008 – July 31, 2008). Finally, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH sold the remaining 68 percent to koPEX 
s.a. on November 23, 2007 and then held a less than 1 percent share of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik.

shareholder structure 12/31/2006

Hansen Beteiligungs AG

Free Float13%

87%

shareholder structure 12/31/2007

Kopex s.a.

Free Float

32%

68%
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Hansen sicherheitstechnik share key figures

First listing July 3, 2006

Issue price in EUR (adjusted for stock split) 3,25

ISIN DE000HaSt002

WkN HaSt00

Reuters code H1SG.DE

Bloomberg code H1S:GR

traded at Xetra, Frankfurt, Berlin, Stuttgart

Number of shares (December 31, 2006) 1.250.000

Number of shares (after stock split on July 27, 2007) 2.500.000

Market segment open Market/over-the-counter

Technical key figures

52-week high in EUR 22,19

52-week low in EUR 14,45

average trading volume in 2007 total 1.034

average trading volume during the first half of 2007 365

average trading volume during the second half of 2007 1.703

Price (December 28, 2007) in EUR 17,70

Market capitalisation (December 28, 2007) in EUR 44.250.000

latest dividend in EUR (adjusted for stock split) 0,50

total performance since listing (price and dividend) 475%
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2007 ConsolIdaTed fInanCIal sTaTeMenTs
HaNSEN SICHERHEItStECHNIk aG[  T rac k v  ]
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The roughly 400 employees of Hansen Group develop and produce explosion-proof electrical 
systems for the mining industry – particularly for underground coal mining operations – and in 
doing so also provide engineering, service and repair services.

although coal mining – which one must imagine today to be a highly automated industrial process – has 
been on the decline in Western Europe for the last 50 years due to geologically disadvantaged reserves, it is  
continuously expanding in other regions in the world. Coal is one of the cheapest and major sources of energy 
with long-term reserves (next to crude oil and natural gas), and is indispensable for making steel. Particularly 
in the last several years – due to the energy and steel demand of China and other threshold countries – there 
has been a strongly growing demand for coal. Considering the high price levels for crude oil, the markets do 
not expect demand to flatten out in the medium term.
 

the danger of methane outbursts is omnipresent in underground coal mines. Methane is highly explosive 
and is ignited by fire and flying sparks. Since most mining equipment such as excavators, conveyors, pumps, 
fans etc. are electrically powered, explosion protection is necessary. Hansen Group makes use of its specific  
mining-related experience, as well as Germany’s quality and technology image to manufacture high-quality 
products in low-wage countries, and to market them under the Hansen brand. 

our range of products comprises mainly explosion-proof 

>> Switchgear EEx d l (compact stations, power switches) 500 v to 3.3 kv 
>> thyristor soft starters EEx d I 500 v to 3.3 kv for motors up to 400 a 
>> Dry-type transformers EEx d l up to 5000 kva 
>> Medium-high voltage switches EEx d l up to 11 kv 
>>  Monitor and process control systems EEx i a/b for conveyor systems  

(chain conveyors, belt conveyors) incl. visualisation
>> Press-to-talk intercom and shut-down/stop systems (emergency shut-off) EEx i a/b
>> Motors EEx d l (agents incl. repairs/service in certain regions)

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG („Hansen aG“) is the holding company of Hansen Group. We currently have 
manufacturing companies in Poland, the Czech Republic and South africa.

Hansen aG always likes to involve local managers by giving them a share of the equity or income of the  
subsidiary companies, to motivate and increase the responsibility of management at the local level.  

GRouP ManaGeMenT’s RePoRT 
1. BUSINESS aND BUSINESS CoNDItIoNS 

Hansen  
sicherheitstechnik aG

München/D

Hansen & Reinders 
GmbH Projektgesell-

schaft Tschechien
Gelsenkirchen/D

Hansen & Reinders 
GmbH Projektgesell-

schaft Polen
Gelsenkirchen/D

ooo sIb-Hansen

leninsk
kusnetzky/RUS

19,9% Management

Tsow
Hansen ukraina

Makeevka/UkR

50% Management

elgor + Hansen + sbs
sp.z o.o.

Chorzów/Pl

36% Management

100%

ostroj Hansen &  
Reinders spol.s r.o.

opava/CZ

20% Management

80%

100%

Hansen & Reinders Cs
spol.s r.o.

opava/CZ

20% Management

80%

elgor + Hansen
sp.z o.o.

Chorzów/Pl

30% Management

70%

Hansen + Genwest
(pty.) ltd.

Johannesburg/Za

100%

Hansen China ltd.

Beijing/CN 

100%

80,1% 50% 64%
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local co-shareholders are granted complete operating decision-making authority within the Group  
strategy; they can also leverage the Group’s technical knowledge where necessary. these motivated co-share-
holders, who regularly maintain good contacts to local customers, sell directly to the mines or mine operators. 
Step-by-step since 1991 we have been concentrating geographically on the Czech Republic, Poland, Russia and 
South africa – due to the decreasing mining activity in Germany. In addition, we export – in part through partner-
ships with machinery and system manufacturers – explosion-proof electrical systems to mines in kazakhstan, 
the Ukraine, Bosnia, Spain, Slovenia and Mexico. We are actively monitoring additional major coal-producing 
countries such as China, India, the USa and australia. about our markets in detail:

In Western Europe we closed down our German operations in Gelsenkirchen after initially implementing  
massive capacity reductions. this step was necessary because there were hardly any new orders from German  
customers and the hoped-for Russian orders for German equipment did not materialise. as a result, the  
bankruptcy petition for H+R was filed on January 8, 2007. a bankruptcy petition was filed on March 29, 2007 for 
Deukalion, the general partner of H+R. the bankruptcy proceedings have been underway since then.

our subsidiaries in Central and Eastern Europe were not quite able to maintain their volume of business after 
the record years 2005 and 2006. Elgor + Hansen sp.z o.o. („E+H“) was, for example, not quite able to reach its 
above-average revenues from earlier years in 2007. Sales revenues decreased by about 4.9 % compared to 
2006. this is explained by a slight decline in demand in the Polish mining industry. Despite this, Hansen Group 
is maintaining its position in Central and Eastern Europe as the market leader in the important mining country 
Poland, and, by constantly pushing further technical innovations – particularly of equipment for medium and 
high voltage levels, and of electronically managed variable-speed drives – further extending current sales. In 
the Czech Republic, we still assume that mining activities will continue to decline, so that the production of the 
manufacturing capacity of ostroj – Hansen & Reinders spol. s.r.o. (“oHR”) has already been directed towards 
Russia and the other nations of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Plus, in the Czech Republic 
there are plans to consolidate some mines due to production capacity. We were still able to increase revenues 
slightly – by roughly 3.8 % in 2007 compared to 2006. Furthermore, we generated our first revenues in the 
Ukraine, which were transacted through the Czech Republic.

We want to further extend our position in Russia – a country which in the meantime has become very 
strong financially – into Eastern Europe and asia. as a part of this strategy, SIB Hansen is developing from 
a pure selling company into a company which, in addition to installation work, does a small amount of basic  
research and develops its own equipment. We are documenting our interest in the Ukraine as well with the  
investment in tSoW „Hansen Ukraina“, which is not consolidated by Hansen Group due to reasons of materiality.  
We are also supplying other selected CIS states with smaller mining industries such as kazakhstan or  
Belarus on a project basis, but without fixed business premises. We founded Hansen China ltd. 
 in China in 2006;  we are reserving up to 20 % of the shares for the local management to invest in.  
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG still holds all of the shares up to now. this company serves as a purchasing  
platform for Hansen Group. Hansen China has already made tEUR 532 worth of purchases for  
Hansen Group in 2007; we have already seen initial success in the form of lower material costs in the group.  
Because of China‘s fundamental significance as the largest mining country in the world, Hansen plans to set  
up its own production facility in China. the establishment process necessary to implement  
this plan is nearly complete, so that we can begin making individual components – initially  
for European affiliated companies – already in 2008. Due to the low technical and price levels it is still unclear, 
if and when we will enter the Indian market.

We want to further extend our market position in South africa, which is already a strong one as well.  
Hansen + Genwest (pty.) ltd. („H+G“) is continuing on the very encouraging course it set last year. In this  
manner we were able to increase revenues by about 22.4 % and earnings were quite positive. Besides that, 
Hansen aG exercised a buyback option and reacquired the minority share in the amount of 29.45% for a price of  
tEUR 94, so that Hansen aG once again holds 100 % of the subsidiary.
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our competitive advantage is based on the four columns of special expertise, licences, 
established customer bases and cross-border cooperation:

>>  our employees in project management and development know the demands on electrical engineering 
in coal mines and are able to recognise and implement the requirements of mining customers con-
cerning the definition and size of electrical and electronic systems. It is difficult for those outside this 
industry to acquire this special expertise.

>>  Having permits for explosion safety in accordance with international explosion safety standards and 
licenses from local mining regulatory authorities is the second column. 

>>  thirdly, we have created an established customer base. Hansen Group—in part through acquired 
predecessor firms—has maintained a presence in local mines for up to 50 years and has delivered 
equipment with a cumulated value of over EUR 200 mill. the mines which employ our equipment tend 
to prefer the trusted manufacturer when placing new orders. the high sense of responsibility of our 
local shareholding managers contributes strongly to the trust bonus.

>>  the local business units cooperate with each other by communicating bilaterally with each other on 
joint developments or on manufacturing agreements. this cooperation is based generally on voluntary  
agreements as between third parties, but we do hold conferences and meetings on certain topics at 
regular intervals. We pursue developments and implement projects – some of which deal with topics 
above and beyond normal business – which are of importance on a group-wide level, particularly  
entering new markets, developing new products, or addressing cost savings through joint purchasing 
or manufacturing.

Hansen Group performs basic research only in a limited scope. on the whole we concentrate on project  
management and development of electrical systems based on customer requirements from customer orders.
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2. FINaNCIal aFFaIRS

financial Position

assets 12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR % teuR %

Intangible assets 4,673.1 11.6 4,377.8 12.0

Property, plant and equipment 7,300.6 17.9 6,829.9 18.8

Financial assets 60.9 0.2 58.9 0.2

non-current assets 12,034.6 29.7 11,266.6 31.0

other receivables and assets 0.0 0.0 57.1 0.2

Deferred income taxes 714.5 1.8 443.8 1.2

long-term assets 12,749.1 31.5 11,767.5 32.4

Inventories 9,392.4 23.2 7,359.7 20.2

trade accounts receivable 6,904.9 17.1 7,359.7 20.2

other receivables and assets 542.0 1.3 311.6 0.9

Current income tax assets 354.7 0.9 484.4 1.3

Cash and cash equivalents 10,516.0 26.0 9,099.9 25.0

short-term assets 27,710.0 68.5 24,613.1 67.6

40,459.1 100.0 36,380.6 100.0

shaReholdeRs’ equity and liaBilities

Issued capital 2,500.0 6.3 1,250.0 3.5

Reserves 14,843.7 36.6 14,974.2 41.2

Unappropriated retained earnings 4,793.7 11.8 2,580.8 7.1

Hansen aG shareholders’ 
portion of equity 22,137.4 54.7 18,805.0 51.8

Minority shareholders’ portion of equity 4,898.2 12.1 4,858.8 13.4

shareholders‘ equity 27,035.6 66.8 23,663.8 65.2

Pension provision 269.6 0.7 271.7 0.7

Provisions for deferred taxes 190.0 0.5 153.7 0.4

long-term debt 1,480.2 3.6 1,901.9 5.2

long-term provisions and liabilities 1,939.8 4.8 2,327.3 6.3

Short-term provisions 2,072.1 5.1 1,817.1 5.0

Short-term debt 4,956.0 12.3 3,599.8 9.9

trade accounts payable 2,778.8 6.9 3,178.6 8.7

other liabilities and deferrals 1,676.8 4.1 1,794.0 4.9

short-term provisions and liabilities 11,483.7 28.4 10,389.5 28.5

40,459.1 100.0 36,380.6 100.0

Within intangible assets, tEUR 4,065.9 is the unchanged balance of goodwill and tEUR 607.2 (2006:  
tEUR 311.9) is the balance of other intangible assets. Goodwill is no longer amortised after 2004 in accordance 
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with IRFS 3 and is subject to an impairment test on an annual basis. In view of the positive earnings position, 
particularly in the foreign operating companies, and forecasts for 2008, no amortisation of goodwill was 
necessary.

the other intangible assets increased by tEUR 295.3 compared to their balance as of December 31, 2006. 
the increase is particularly from additions of development costs, which are amortised over three years.  
the Company invested tEUR 416.9 in intangible assets in 2007. 

Property, plant and equipment increased by tEUR 470.7. this was caused by the investments made in 
2007 for buildings (E+H, oHR), car fleet, and for technical equipment and machinery. In 2007, we invested  
tEUR 1,245.5 (2006: tEUR 3,556.9) in property, plant and equipment.

the shares in tSoW “Hansen Ukraina”, which is not consolidated, are reported in 2007 and in 2006  
under financial assets. the tEUR 2.0 increase is only from currency translation. after the deconsolidation of  
H+R and Deukalion, the historical cost and cumulated amortisation of the investments and loans due from 
affiliated companies which are now reported within financial assets did not change the carrying value of 
Group financial assets, since the carrying values of these additions are zero.

there were no longer any other long-term receivables and other assets as of December 31, 2007. the  
receivables as of December 31, 2006 were from finance lease contracts which were terminated ahead of time.

Inventories increased by tEUR 2,032.7 from December 31, 2006 to December 31, 2007. on the one hand,  
inventories increased because of the good order backlog for 2008, particularly at E+H and oHR; on the other 
hand, orders could no longer be delivered in 2007 by the sales companies EHS and SIB, causing a build-up 
of finished goods.

Corresponding to the decrease in sales compared to 2006, trade accounts receivable decreased by  
tEUR 452.6.

the short-term other receivables and assets increased by tEUR 230.4. this is mainly a note receivable from 
Hansen aG in the amount of tEUR 200.0 which is due in March 2008. the refund claims for other taxes is 
another major item within short-term receivables and assets.

Deferred income tax assets increased especially from consolidation measures. Unrealised intercompany 
profits in inventories in the amount of tEUR 858.3 (2006: tEUR 333.8) were eliminated as of December 31, 
2007, necessitating recognition of deferred tax assets. Furthermore, deferred income tax liabilities offsetting 
the net deferred tax asset, which had been recognised as a result of the elimination of bad debt allowances 
on receivables due from H+R and Deukalion during elimination of intercompany payables and receivables, 
were derecognised after deconsolidation of these two companies. the decrease in current income tax assets 
is in connection with the tax refund claims from dividend distributions of both project companies to Hansen 
aG in 2006 which no longer arose in 2007 after execution of profit transfer agreements.

Cash increased by tEUR 1,416.1. Debt within the group rose by tEUR 934.5. tEUR 1,356.2 of the increase 
is from short-term debt; the decrease in long-term debt in the amount of tEUR 421.7 offset this increase. 
the net balance of cash, cash equivalents plus short- and long-term debt as of December 31, 2007 was  
tEUR 4,079.8 (2006: tEUR 3,598.2). Hansen Group’s unused lines of credit as of the balance sheet date are 
tEUR 1,691.4 (2006: tEUR 1,842.2). there are restrictions concerning the purposes for which cash may be 
spent at E+H in the amount of tEUR 13.0. In this case it is legally restricted cash which must be available for 
employees‘ welfare. Due to foreign exchange laws, Hansen China‘s cash balance as of December 31, 2007  
in the amount of tEUR 40.6 is also deemed not available to the group, so that unrestricted cash has a balance 
as of December 31, 2007 of tEUR 10,462.4 (2006: tEUR 8,960.7).
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the issued capital in the amount of EUR 2,500,000.00 is divided into 2,500,000 bearer shares with a  
prorated share in the issued capital of EUR 1.00 per share. In accordance with the articles of association, each 
bearer share has one vote in the general meeting. We do not plan on limiting any voting rights. the increase 
of issued capital by tEUR 1,250.0 to tEUR 2,500.0 is a result of the resolution adopted by the general meeting 
on June 21, 2007 to increase the Company‘s capital. this is a capital increase from company funds. It was 
recorded in the companies register on July 9, 2007.

on November 23, 2007, after the final suspensive condition from the sale and transfer of shares contract 
dated May 10, 2007 was fulfilled, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg (austria), sold its 68 % majority share 
of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG to kopex s.a., katowice (Poland).

the capital reserves and revenue reserves, which include the retained earnings of the group and the 
gains and losses from consolidation measures as well as differences from currency translation of foreign  
consolidated companies, are reported in the reserves. the amounts capable of being distributed as  
dividends to Hansen shareholders are recorded in unappropriated retained earnings.

the minority shareholders‘ portion of equity – after dividend distributions, their portion of consolidated 
net income and disposals – increased from tEUR 4,858.8 by tEUR 39.4 to tEUR 4,898.2. In 2007, Hansen aG 
purchased the remaining shares of H+G. Hansen aG held 100 % of the shares in 2004 and did not participate 
when H+G issued new shares so that a minority shareholder could acquire a 29.45 % share of the company. 
on December 31, 2006, the minority shareholder‘s portion of equity was tEUR 187.7, which was offset against 
the purchase price during elimination of investments and their equity. the surplus amount is recorded in 
group reserves and not in income because the dilution of the majority investment in 2004 received the same 
accounting treatment. 

the long-term provisions consist of provisions for pensions and deferred income taxes. this item only  
increased tEUR 34.2 overall.

Short-term provisions were mainly recorded for bonuses, warranties, annual financial statement and audit 
costs and for Hansen aG‘s administrative section. Short-term provisions increased by tEUR 255.0 in total; the 
deconsolidated companies are included in the balance as of December 31, 2006 in the amount of tEUR 85.1. 

the trade accounts payable are exclusively due to third parties and decreased by tEUR 399.8 compared  
to 2006.

the other liabilities and deferrals are made up of tax liabilities, other liabilities and deferred items for public 
subsidies received. the tax liabilities increased by tEUR 300.6 compared to their balance as of December 
31, 2006. the other liabilities decreased by tEUR 403.9; H+R contributed tEUR 471.2 to the other liabilities 
on December 31, 2006.
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earnings Position

Hansen Group closed the 2007 financial year with net income of tEUR 5,732.1, of which tEUR 4,004.5 is 
allocated to Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s shareholders. 

Because of the bankruptcies of H+R and Deukalion, the earnings effects and prior year figures of the  
companies are reported under income/loss from discontinued operations. 

Consolidated net income increased by tEUR 2,043.0 compared to 2006. Because of the bankruptcies 
of H+R and Deukalion and their associated deconsolidation as of January 1, 2007, the earnings effects 
and prior year figures of the companies are reported under income/loss from discontinued operations.  
the increase in consolidated net income compared to 2006 results on the one hand from the net income 
from discontinued operations which improved by tEUR 2,855.4 and the change in earnings from continued 
operations which went in the other direction in the amount of tEUR 812.4. Compared to 2006, the earnings 
of the subsidiaries at the separate financial statement level improved overall, if you eliminate the non- 
recurring effects from the bankruptcies of H+R and Deukalion, which were already recognised in the  
separate financial statements as of December 31, 2006, the sum of their net incomes compared to 2006 
went down. Delays in deliveries contributed to the negative earnings trend, which made it necessary to 
eliminate unrealised intercompany profits in inventories worth a total of tEUR 385.0 and the the margins 
from external sales did not take effect. 

EBIt in 2007 decreased by tEUR 1,145.4 compared to 2006. this equates to an EBIt margin based on sales 
revenues of 17.9 %; in 2006 an EBIt margin of 20.9 % was attained.

Consolidated sales revenues hardly changed. It was, however, particularly at E+H that the poor demand 

adjusted

 2007  2006

teuR % teuR %

Sales revenues 38,503.1 96.3 38,531.4 96.4

Change in inventories and own work capitalised 1,460.6 3.7 1,438.6 3.6

Total output 39,963.7 100.0 39,970.0 100.0

other income 823.2 2.1 695.8 1.7

Material expenses -20,451.5 -51.3 -20,638.8 -51.7

Personnel expenses -8,107.9 -20.3 -7,656.8 -19.2

Depreciation/amortisation -959.2 -2.4 -667.8 -1.7

other operating expenses -4,376.6 -11.0 -3,665.3 -9.2

Net financial income/loss 39.9 0.1 -159.5 -0.4

Income before taxes 6,931.6 17.2 7,877.6 19.5

taxes on income and earnings -1,834.9 -4.6 -1,968.5 -4.9

Income from continued operations 5,096.7 12.8 5,909.1 14.8

Net income/loss from discontinued operations 635.4 1.6 -2,220.0 -5.6

Consolidated net income 5,732.1 14.4 3,689.1 9.2
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in the Polish coal mining industry and delays in orders resulted in a 4.9 % decrease in sales revenues  
compared to 2006. H+G provided a welcome trend by recording a 22.4 % increase in sales over 2006 and 
was also awarded a major contract with a volume of EUR 22.0 million at the end of the year, which will 
generate sales revenues over the next five years.

the changes in inventories and own work capitalised are staying at 2006 levels. 

Improved purchasing terms in particular were able to lower material expenses in relation to total output. 
this is especially due to the cost-cutting programs which were implemented successfully. Hansen China 
also made purchases in the amount of tEUR 531.8 for Hansen Group in 2007 and made an initial successful 
contribution to lower material costs. 

Personnel expenses increased by tEUR 451.1 compared to 2006. this increase was particularly due 
to increased wages from collective bargaining agreements, salary increases and additions to bonus  
provisions. there was an average of 383 employees during 2007 based on the number of employees at 
the end of each quarter. adjusted for the employees of H+R, there was an average of 382 employees in 
the group in 2006. 

the increase in depreciation in the amount of tEUR 291.4 is primarily the result of additional investing 
activities in property, plant and equipment in 2007 and prior years. 

other operating expenses increased by 1.8 % points in relation to total output. other operating expenses 
are broken down as follows: 

 

2007 2006

teuR teuR

Building costs                                                                                    627.6 477.2

legal, advisory and financial statement costs 509.8 454.8

advertising costs                                                                                     499.8 482.7

Investor relations, annual general meeting and listing costs 338.6 139.1

Exchange losses (realised)                           314.4 448.9

Book value losses on disposal of non-current assets                                                                             264.5 145.5

Business supplies                                                                                 259.4 169.6

Exchange losses (unrealised)                            210.4 16.3

travel expenses                                                                                        204.7 179.2

Motor vehicle costs                                                                                        199.6 194.7

other taxes 113.6 47.6

Bank charges 95.7 104.0

Insurance and contributions                                                                         85.1 114.2

Bad debt losses 54.8 91.6

Bankruptcy liquidation costs H+R and Deukaliion 0.0 110.0

Sundry other operating expenses                                                          598.6 489.9

4,376.6 3,665.3
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Net financial expense improved by tEUR 199.4, also caused by the positive exchange rate differences from 
consolidation measures which were recorded there. In addition, net interest income/expense increased 
by tEUR 157.2 compared to 2006; this was also caused by increased interest and securities income.

Current taxes and deferred taxes are included in income taxes. the decrease compared to 2006 is  
particularly due to the decline in earnings from continued operations. Deferred taxes on loss carry  
forwards have not been recognised at Hansen aG up to this time. the group tax rate has been lowered from 
40.9 % to 30.0 % because of the 2008 corporate tax reform. Material deferred taxes are recorded during 
consolidation when eliminating unrealised intercompany profits.

H+R and Deukalion have been deconsolidated in 2007 with their consolidated balances from December 31, 
2006. In particular, the deconsolidation of H+R‘s losses accrued since belonging to Hansen Group had a 
positive impact. the material items having a negative impact were the recognition of previously eliminated 
bad debt losses on loans and short-term receivables which had been recorded as of December 31, 2006. 

3. SIGNIFICaNt SUBSEqUENt EvENtS (SUBSEqUENt REPoRt)

there were no events of special significance after the end of the financial year on which to report.

4. INtERDEPENDENCE REPoRt

In accordance with Sec. 312 aktiengesetz (German Stock Corporation act), the Management Board of  
Hansen aG has prepared a report on relationships to affiliated companies for the 2007 financial  
year (Interdependence Report), which concludes with the following statement: our company received  
appropriate consideration for every legal transaction stated in the report on relationships to  
affiliated companies. there were no measures during the financial year which we are required to report.  
this assessment is based on circumstances known at the time of the events we are required to report.   

5. RISk REPoRt

In 2007, Hansen aG used and further developed the risk control system which it created in-house.  
Risks are recorded and evaluated for the Management Board in the risk management manual. this system 
has various systems for early recognition and handling of risks. the central components of the system 
are particularly the controlling system. through near-real-time reporting during the financial year, the 
controlling department informs the Management Board at regular intervals as well as on an ad-hoc basis 
on identified risks and deviations from the actual and the forecasted course of business at Hansen aG 
and its subsidiaries. In this way, countermeasures for defeating a risk can be taken early on. the risk  
management system is employed group-wide so that an effective monitoring instrument is also available 
for companies new to Hansen Group. Hansen Group has the following main risks.
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Influence of financial instruments on the financial, 
earnings and assets position in accordance with IfRs 7 

Hansen Group only reports original financial instruments in its balance sheet. all original financial  
instruments are reported at carrying value, which corresponds to their fair value.

loans granted and receivables are recorded at cost. In addition to loans, all receivables and other assets 
are included in this item. For these line items all recognisable individual risks and the general credit risk 
based on past experience are accounted for through valuation allowances. loans receivable bear interest 
at market rates.

liabilities are basically recorded in the amount of the consideration received less the costs of issue at the 
point in time when they arise. liabilities from finance lease contracts are recorded at the present value of 
the lease instalments at the time when the contract is executed.

Foreign exchange receivables and payables are recorded at the exchange rate prevailing on the balance 
sheet date. Exchange differences from translation are recognised in income.

there as a permanent currency risk associated with Hansen Group‘s foreign-based subsidiaries.  
the currencies of Hansen‘s two most profitable locations in Poland and the Czech Republic had a positive 
effect on Hansen Group‘s asset, financial and earnings position in 2007. the Polish zloty gained about 6 % 
and the Czech koruna gained about 3.2 % in 2007. the other currencies in Hansen Group such as the the 
Chinese renminbi-yuan, the South african rand and the Russian rouble have lost against the EURo in 2007; 
the rand lost the most with about 7.6 %.

In order to present individual exchange rate effects, Hansen Group companies‘ individual earnings in 2007 
and equity as of December 31, 2007 are translated with different exchange rates in the following schedule. 
In order to show the impact of exchange rates, equity is translated at the rates on December 31, 2007 and 
December 31, 2006 and 2007 earnings are translated at the average rates from 2007 and 2006. If equity had 
been translated at the exchange rate from 2006, Hansen Group‘s equity would have been less in the amount 
of tEUR 699.8. the overall effects on the consolidated financial statements would have been immaterial. 

2007 exchange rate 2006 exchange rate differences

shareholders‘ 
equity

net 
income

shareholders‘ 
equity

net 
income

shareholders‘ 
equity

net 
income

12/31/2007 2007 12/31/2007 2007 12/31/2007 2007

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

E+H 9,951.1 3,346.8 9,351.4 3,249.9 599.7 96.8

EHS 1,133.3 464.9 1,065.0 451.4 68.3 13.5

H+G 1,200.0 631.3 1,294.2 715.6 -94.2 -84.3

Hansen China 152.0 69.4 158.6 72.2 -6.6 -2.8

HRCS 108.9 30.2 105.5 29.6 3.4 0.6

oHR 5,014.2 1.963.7 4,855.9 1,923.1 158.3 40.6

SIB 755.2 274.3 784.4 281.5 -29.2 -7.2

699.8 57.1
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there is a latent interest risk associated with the variable interest rates of the loans reported under 
debt, if interest rates do increase for an extended period of time. oHR‘s loans bear variable interest at the  
PRIBoR (Prague Interbank offered Rate) plus a premium between 1.0 % and 1.3 %. E+H‘s loans bear variable 
interest at the WIBoR (Warsaw Interbank offered Rate) plus a premium between 1.5 % and 1.6 %. If the  
European Central Bank raises interest rates, this would affect the PRIBoR and WIBoR and, in turn, impact the  
interest situation at oHR and E+H. the PRIBoR ranged between 2.6 % and 4.2 % in 2007 and the WIBoR 
varied between 4.4 % and 6.2 % during the year.

Because of the ongoing crisis in financial markets, cash is currently invested in call money and fixed-term 
deposits. the risk of higher interest rates for debt is mitigated by the opportunities within cash and cash 
equivalents, whose balance exceeds the balance of debt by tEUR 4,079.8 as of December 31, 2007.

Product and market risks

Hansen Group’s product market – coal mining – is a tight market segment and heavily dependent on the 
world market demand for raw materials and energy, particularly for coal. Demand for steel and steel prices 
are also important as determinants of coal demand. a leveling-out of the current world-wide raw material 
boom, particularly the demand for steel and coal, would have a negative impact on the demand for Hansen 
products because mines in all markets world-wide would not invest as heavily as is currently the case 
because of the decreased production.

operating risks

Hansen Group’s electrical systems are implemented in coal mines, where – particularly in Russia and China 
– accidents often occur. If Hansen’s systems are brought into a direct relationship with such accidents, 
Hansen Group could be sued for heavy damages, against which Hansen Group has not insured itself due to 
the difficulty of calculating the risk; this could lead to high follow-on costs. Such an occurrence could also 
undermine customers’ trust in Hansen Group’s products and lead to lower sales.

Political, legal and cultural risks

any political instability in China, as the largest consumer of coal in the world, would put a damper on 
the demand for coal and may cause raw material prices to sink, with negative effects on mines and their  
demand for Hansen products.

any political instability in Russia, currently the second largest customer of Hansen products, would 
probably have a negative impact on Russian mines and their demand for Hansen products.

any worsening of the relations between the European Union and the Russian Federation would probably have 
negative effects on Russian mines’ demand for Hansen products.

Replicas of Hansen products

Hansen Group’s products are not protected through patents from being replicated, rather only through 
licensing according to local mining regulations. Potential competitors could attempt to make replicas 
of Hansen equipment to receive a local licence and then sell the replicas for less. Hansen products are,  
however, not available on the market to competitors, so that it would be difficult to attempt to build a replica.

Inefficient mines of existing customers

Hansen Group generates a material share of its revenues with services (about one-third of sales) and  
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replacement sales from business with existing customers. If mining companies that are Hansen Group‘s 
customers decommission capacity due to inefficient mines, this would impact directly on Hansen Group’s 
revenue position.

world-wide climate protection agreement

If countries do come to terms on a reduction of world-wide carbon dioxide emissions, which would be achieved 
by way of the energy mix and not by way of modern coal power plants with high efficiency, this would have a 
direct impact on mining capacity and therefore on Hansen’s most important ultimate customer group.

6. CoMPENSatIoN REPoRt

the compensation system provides for fixed as well as variable compensation components for the  
Management Board. the variable compensation share is calculated from the shareholders’ share of  
consolidated net income. after deduction of a basic amount of tEUR 1,500.0 from the shareholders’ share of 
consolidated net income – adjusted by the bonus provision – the CEo receives variable compensation in the 
amount of 5 % of the remaining balance. the CEo received non-profit-based remuneration in the amount 
of tEUR 230.6 in 2007. tEUR 130.0 has been recorded as a provision in the financial statements for the  
2007 bonus. In addition to that, the pension provision was increased. the CEo receives an annual pension 
in the amount of tEUR 104 when he reaches his 65th birthday.

7. FoRECaSt REPoRt

We assume, despite the risks mentioned above, that sales and earnings of Hansen Group will be able to  
continue to develop positively in the medium term, assuming the basic business policy will remain the same.

We nearly reached the goals we set for 2007. Sales revenues were EUR 38.5 mill. after EUR 41.5 mill. in 2006. 
Based on 2006 adjusted sales without those of bankrupt H+R, we would be at 2006 levels. the EBIt margin 
lies in the area of roughly 18 % of sales.

We forecast revenues of around EUR 45 mill. for the 2008 financial year, about 15% above those of 2007.  
this should stabilize the revenue surge from past years. our revenue estimates were made assuming that 
oil prices will remain stable. these expectations are supported by E+H‘s confirmed order backlog, oHR and 
particularly H+G. For example, H+G reported the largest delivery order in Hansen‘s history at the end of 2007. 
the order has a volume of about EUR 22.0 mill. and runs until 2012. Just because of this order, H+G alone will 
contribute roughly EUR 6.0 mill. on top of its regular business to Group sales in 2008 at a nearly unchanged 
operating margin.  the contribution will be about EUR 5.0 mill. in 2009 and 2010. In addition, there were delays 
in deliveries – particularly at oHR – whose additional sales will hit the books in 2008.

Furthermore, our earnings targets are backed up decisively by the cost-cutting programs we have just  
implemented. this is, on the one hand, the closing of the unprofitable German location. By doing so we saved 
about EUR 1.0 mill. in personnel costs annually. on the other hand there is further cost-cutting potential through 
purchasing components in China. We intend to spend roughly one third of material expenses on purchases in 
China in the mid-term, at prices which lie about one third below the world market level. We already saved costs 
in 2007 and hope that this trend continues. the target is to lower material costs in 2008 by about EUR 2.5 mill. 
in this manner.
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In addition, of course we expect the close cooperation with our new majority shareholder koPEX s.a. in Poland 
to have certain synergy potential for Hansen Group. koPEX s.a. is already very successful – in China as well 
by the way – and could open up new sales opportunities for Hansen Group. Furthermore, koPEX s.a. is already 
present in other countries such as Indonesia, countries which Hansen currently only has under observation. 
this could have a positive effect as well, since Hansen could benefit from existing sales channels and market 
entry would be easier. We are, however, just at the beginning and first need to continue with the integration 
process with koPEX s.a., so that it is difficult to make specific statements at this point in time.

In the past, we have – including acquisitions – shown 15 % average growth; we want to maintain this level 
in the coming years, the accomplishment of which depends on the acquisitions. acquisitions serve above 
all to access foreign markets. Especially the major coal mining countries China, India, USa and australia are  
interesting in this respect. therefore, in the next few years the Chinese market will be the most important 
growth driver, a market where we want to position ourselves in the high-value product segment (monitor and 
process control systems). We also see meaningful growth potential in Russia and South africa, in which case 
Russia will be supplied by the Czech operation.

the Polish market is stable without any major possibilities for expansion, we are already clearly the market 
leader, and the margin level is high. the picture is similar for the Czech domestic market, except the market is 
much smaller. therefore, in the Czech Republic as well as in Poland, we are producing for the Russian market, 
which offers favourable sales potential.

on the technical side, we expect continued increasing demands on the performance of our electrical systems. 
Customers are demanding ever higher operating voltages for increasing engine powers. In addition, we expect 
increasingly broader use of electronically managed variable-speed drives (frequency converters, thyristor soft 
starters) and increasing demands for process monitor and control, particularly regarding information about 
operating and error conditions, among other demands.

our production and purchasing strategy is aimed towards a manageable level of vertical integration in  
production and an optimal cost structure. We try to limit ourselves to development and assembly; we only 
manufacture parts where we cannot find a competent external supplier or where it concerns know-how-in-
tensive core components, such as explosion-proof enclosures or vacuum contactors. We assemble as much as 
possible in countries with favourable wage costs, like the Czech Republic and Poland. We do not plan any major 
investments at this time. Since our typical electrical assembly is labour-intensive, not machinery-intensive, 
we just add on to existing buildings and production machinery, such as the administration building completed 
in 2007 in Poland, for example.

In the future, our dividend policy will be aimed at distributing an annual dividend in the amount of roughly  
25 % to 50 % of consolidated net income, provided there are no attractive alternatives such as acquisitions or  
expansion projects. the CEo will propose to increase the dividend for 2007 to EUR 0.60 per share. the Company 
would then pay out a total of EUR 1.5 mill. to the shareholders.

Munich, February 29, 2008
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG CEo/Management Board
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ConsolIdaTed InCoMe sTaTeMenT  
of Hansen sICHeRHeITsTeCHnIK aG  
foR THe yeaR ended 12/31/2007

adjusted

note 1/1/-12/31 1/1/-12/31/ 1/1/-12/31

2007 2006 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Sales revenues 1 38,503.1 38,531.4 41,511.0

other income 2 823.2 695.8 795.7

Change in goods inventories and other 
own work capitalised 3 1,460.6 1,438.6 1,224.9

Material expenses 4 -20,451.5 -20,638.8 -22,960.9

Personnel expenses 5 -8,107.9 -7,656.8 -9,591.4

Depreciation/amortization 6 -959.2 -667.8 -816.4

other operating expenses 7 -4,376.6 -3,665.3 -4,382.1

Financing expenses 8 -561.5 -369.6 -387.1

other financial income, net 8 601.4 210.1 264.6

Income before taxes 6,931.6 7,877.6 5,658.3

taxes on income and earnings 9 -1,834.9 -1,968.5 -1,969.2

Income from continued operations 5,096.7 5,909.1 3,689.1

Income/loss from discontinued operations 10 635.4 -2,220.0 0.0

Consolidated net income 5,732.1 3,689.1 3,689.1

Hansen aG shareholders’ portion of net income 4,004.5 1,861.1 1,861.1

Minority shareholders‘ portion of consolidated net income 11 1,727.6 1,828.0 1,828.0

Consolidated net income 5,732.1 3,689.1 3,689.1

euR euR euR

Undiluted earnings per share 12 1.60 0.78 0.78

Diluted earnings per share 12 1.60 0.78 0.78

Undiluted earnings/loss per share from 
discontinued operations 12 0.25 -0.93 -

Diluted earnings/loss per share from 
discontinued operations 12 0.25 -0.93 -

Shares (number; weighted in 2006) 12 2,500,000 2,397,945 2,397,945
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ConsolIdaTed balanCe sHeeT
of Hansen sICHeRHeITsTeCHnIK aG as of 12/31/2007

assets note 12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Goodwill 14 4,065.9 4,065.9

other intangible assets 15 607.2 311.9

Property, plant and equipment 16 7,300.6 6,829.9

Financial assets 17 60.9 58.9

non-current assets 13 12,034.6 11,266.6

other receivables and assets 18 0.0 57.1

Deferred income tax assets 22 714.5 443.8

long-term receivables and assets 714.5 500.9

long-term assets 12,749.1 11,767.5

Inventories 19 9,392.4 7,359.7

trade accounts receivable 20 6,904.9 7,357.5

other receivables and assets 21 542.0 311.6

Current income tax assets 22 354.7 484.4

short-term receivables 7,801.6 8,153.5

Cash and cash equivalents 23 10,516.0 9,099.9

short-term assets 27,710.0 24,613.1

balance sheet total 40,459.1 36,380.6
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shaReholdeRs’ equity and liaBilities note 12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Issued capital 24 2,500.0 1,250.0

Reserves 25 14,843.7 14,974.2

Unappropriated retained earnings 26 4,793.7 2,580.8

Hansen aG shareholders’ portion of equity 22,137.4 18,805.0

Minority shareholders’ portion of equity 27 4,898.2 4,858.8

shareholders‘ equity 27,035.6 23,663.8

Provisions for pensions and similar obligations 28/29 269.6 271.7

Deferred income tax provisions 29 190.0 153.7

long-term provisions 459.6 425.4

Debt 30 1,480.2 1,901.9

long-term liabilities 1,480.2 1,901.9

long-term provisions and liabilities 1,939.8 2,327.3

other provisions 29 2,072.1 1,817.1

short-term provisions 2,072.1 1,817.1

Debt 30 4,956.0 3,599.8

trade accounts payable 31 2,778.8 3,178.6

tax liabilities 32 818.7 518.1

other liabilities 33 755.8 1,159.7

Unearned income 34 102.3 116.2

Current liabilities 9,411.6 8,572.4

short-term provisions and liabilities 11,483.7 10,389.5

balance sheet total 40,459.1 36,380.6
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sTaTeMenT of CHanGes In sHaReHoldeRs’ equ ITy

Issued  
capital

Capital  
reserves

Revenue 
reserves

differences 
from  

currency 
translation

Reserve for 
unrealised 

gains/losses 
of financial 

instruments
Total  

reserves

unappro- 
priated 

retained 
earnings

Hansen 
sicherheits-

technik aG 
share- 

holders’ port- 
ion of equity

Minority 
share- 

holders’ 
portion of 

equity
Total 

 equity

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

balance on december 31, 2005 1,125.0   0.0 14,813.1 50.4 0.0 14,863.5 1,311.7 17,300.2 4,168.7 21,468.9

Currency translation 0.0 0.0 0.0 239.0 0.0 239.0 0.0 239.0 86.5 325.5

Capital increase 2006 125.0 687.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 687.5 0.0 812.5 0.0 812.5

Costs of the capital increase 2006 0.0 -149.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -149.3 0.0 -149.3 0.0 -149.3

Unrealised gains/losses of financial instruments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -8.5 -8.5 0.0 -8.5 -3.0 -11.5

2006 consolidated net income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,861.1 1,861.1 1,828.0 3,689.1

Dividend distributions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1,250.0 -1,250.0 -1,221.4 -2,471.4

transfers from revenue reserves 0.0 0.0 -658.0 0.0 0.0 -658.0 658.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

other changes 0.0 0.0 35.3 -35.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

balance on december 31, 2006 1,250.0 538.2 14,190.4 254.1 -8.5 14,974.2 2,580.8 18,805.0 4,858.8 23,663.8

Currency translation 0.0 0.0 0.0 474.2 0.0 474.2 0.0 474.2 240.4 714.6

Capital increase out of company funds 1,250.0 0.0 -1,250.0 0.0 0.0 -1,250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

acquisition of 29.45 % of the shares of H+G 0.0 0.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 94.0 0.0 94.0 -187.7 -93.7

Unrealised gains/losses of financial instruments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.5 8.5 0.0 8.5 3.0 11.5

2007 consolidated net income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,004.5 4,004.5 1,727.6 5,732.1

Dividend distributions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1,250.0 -1,250.0 -1,743.9 -2,993.9

appropriation to retained earnings 0.0 0.0 541.6 0.0 0.0 541.6 -541.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

other changes 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.2

balance on december 31, 2007 2,500.0 538.2 13,577.2 728.3 0.0 14,843.7 4,793.7 22,137.4 4,898.2 27,035.6
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sTaTeMenT of CHanGes In sHaReHoldeRs’ equ ITy

Issued  
capital

Capital  
reserves

Revenue 
reserves

differences 
from  

currency 
translation

Reserve for 
unrealised 

gains/losses 
of financial 

instruments
Total  

reserves

unappro- 
priated 

retained 
earnings

Hansen 
sicherheits-

technik aG 
share- 

holders’ port- 
ion of equity

Minority 
share- 

holders’ 
portion of 

equity
Total 

 equity

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

balance on december 31, 2005 1,125.0   0.0 14,813.1 50.4 0.0 14,863.5 1,311.7 17,300.2 4,168.7 21,468.9

Currency translation 0.0 0.0 0.0 239.0 0.0 239.0 0.0 239.0 86.5 325.5

Capital increase 2006 125.0 687.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 687.5 0.0 812.5 0.0 812.5

Costs of the capital increase 2006 0.0 -149.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -149.3 0.0 -149.3 0.0 -149.3

Unrealised gains/losses of financial instruments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -8.5 -8.5 0.0 -8.5 -3.0 -11.5

2006 consolidated net income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,861.1 1,861.1 1,828.0 3,689.1

Dividend distributions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1,250.0 -1,250.0 -1,221.4 -2,471.4

transfers from revenue reserves 0.0 0.0 -658.0 0.0 0.0 -658.0 658.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

other changes 0.0 0.0 35.3 -35.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

balance on december 31, 2006 1,250.0 538.2 14,190.4 254.1 -8.5 14,974.2 2,580.8 18,805.0 4,858.8 23,663.8

Currency translation 0.0 0.0 0.0 474.2 0.0 474.2 0.0 474.2 240.4 714.6

Capital increase out of company funds 1,250.0 0.0 -1,250.0 0.0 0.0 -1,250.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

acquisition of 29.45 % of the shares of H+G 0.0 0.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 94.0 0.0 94.0 -187.7 -93.7

Unrealised gains/losses of financial instruments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.5 8.5 0.0 8.5 3.0 11.5

2007 consolidated net income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,004.5 4,004.5 1,727.6 5,732.1

Dividend distributions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1,250.0 -1,250.0 -1,743.9 -2,993.9

appropriation to retained earnings 0.0 0.0 541.6 0.0 0.0 541.6 -541.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

other changes 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.2 0.0 1.2

balance on december 31, 2007 2,500.0 538.2 13,577.2 728.3 0.0 14,843.7 4,793.7 22,137.4 4,898.2 27,035.6
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ConsolIdaTed CasH flow sTaTeMenT

note 2007 2006

teuR teuR

Cash from operating activities                                        35

Consolidated net income 5,732.1 3,689.1

Depreciation of non-current assets                                                 959.1 816.4

other non-cash expenses and income as well as exchange 
rate differences                               -304.2 175.9

loss from disposals of non-current assets                                              94.2 86.5

Increase in inventories                                                                -1,902.9 -336.0

Decrease in receivables and other assets                              929.8 1,910.4

Increase (+) / decrease (-) in provisions                                     313.0 -284.7

Decrease in liabilities (excluding debt)  -182.0 -788.2

Deconsolidation gain from disposal of H+R and Deukalion -635.4 0.0

5,003.7 5,269.4

Cash used in investing activities                                             36

Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment  
and intangible assets 172.3 50.4

Disposal of cash from H+R and Deukalion -66.8 0.0

Cash paid for investments in property,  
plant and equipment and intangible assets -1,140.0 -3,634.3

Cash paid for investments in shares of affiliated companies                                  -93.8 0.0

Cash paid for investments in financial assets and  
for credits and loans granted   -200.0 -48.4

-1,328.3 -3,632.3

Cash used in financing activities                                           37

Cash received from capital increase 2006,  
net of capital increase costs 0.0 737.0

Payment of subsidiary companies’  
dividends to minority interests                                                            -1,743.9 -1,221.4

Payment of dividends to Hansen shareholders                                                    -1,250.0 -1,250.0

Cash received from taking out loans 2,517.8 1,835.2

Payments for repayment of principal of loans                        -2,036.8 -625.4

-2,512.9 -524.6

Change in cash and cash equivalents                                                                                       1,162.5 1,112.5

Changes in cash                                                              38

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the period                                                          9,099.9 7,799.3

Exchange-rate related changes in cash and cash equivalents                                           253.6 188.1

Change in cash and cash equivalents                                            1,162.5 1,112.5

Cash and cash equivalents, end of the period                                                             10,516.0 9,099.9
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Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG („Hansen aG“), with headquarters in 80333 Munich, Brienner Str. 10, is the 
parent company of Hansen Group and is a stock corporation by German law, whose shares are traded in 
the open Market on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. the Company is registered at the local Court of Munich 
(HRB 159053). 

Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg (austria) was majority shareholder of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik 
aG up to November 23, 2007 and up to that time had been the top-tier parent company which compiles 
the consolidated financial statements for the largest group of consolidated companies. Since November 
23, 2007 koPEX s.a., katowice (Poland) has been the majority shareholder of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik 
aG and is also the top-tier company which compiles the consolidated financial statements for the largest 
group of consolidated companies. the consolidated financial statements of koPEX s.a. are lodged at the 
katowice local court (Register No. 0000026782). the consolidated financial statements of Hansen Beteiligungs 
GmbH are lodged at  the Salzburg regional court (Firmenbuch No. FN 259414 t). the consolidated financial 
statements of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG are published in the electronic companies register.

the German subsidiary, Hansen Engineering GmbH & Co. kG (hereinafter „H+R“), filed a bankruptcy  
petition on January 8, 2007; the general partner of the limited partnership “Deukalion” vermögens-
ver-waltungsgesellschaft mbH (hereinafter „Deukalion“) filed its bankruptcy petition in March 2007.  
the companies have already been deconsolidated as of January 1, 2007 because it was not possible 
to receive information on both companies when control was lost over them. the consolidated income  
statement for 2006 has been adjusted for comparison purposes. In this column the consolidated group is 
represented as if both companies had already left the group of consolidated companies in 2006 and – due 
to their bankruptcies – their 2006 income as well as the consolidation adjustments are reported in the 
special line item „income/loss from discontinued operations“.

Hansen aG is the parent company of Hansen Group. We currently have manufacturing companies in  
Poland, the Czech Republic and South africa. Customers are for the most part international hard coal  
mines who use this technology to make their underground mining operations more productive and safer.

Hansen aG’s consolidated financial statements for the year ending December 31, 2007 have been compiled 
in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) applicable on the balance sheet 
date. the term IFRS also includes the International accounting Standards (IaS) that are still valid. all of the 
IFRS and IaS regulations as well as interpretations of the International Financial Reporting Interpretation 
Committee (IFRIC) and the Standing Interpretations Committee (SIC) effective for the 2007 financial year 
have been complied with. the following accounting standards and interpretations were published but 
whose application is not yet required are: IFRS 8, IFRIC 11, 12, 13 and 14. IFRS 7 – Financial Instruments: 
Disclosures was initially applied. Standards whose effective dates lie after the year-end date were not ap-
plied ahead of time. In addition, we comply with the regulations under German commercial law as set forth 
in Sec. 315a para. 1 HGB (Handelsgesetzbuch – German Commercial Code). We voluntarily compiled the 
consolidated financial statements in accordance with international accounting standards (Sec. 315a para. 
3 HGB). the Company‘s consolidated financial statements have been compiled under the assumption it is 
a going concern. We refer to the Group Management‘s Report for risk reporting in accordance with IFRS 7.

the financial year of Hansen aG and its subsidiaries is the calendar year. the financial statements are 
compiled in Euro. If not otherwise noted, all amounts are presented in thousands of Euro (tEUR). this can 
result in rounding differences.

By resolution of the Management Board, the consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2007 
including the Group Management’s Report for the 2007 financial year are being released to the public on 
February 29, 2008.

noTes To THe 2007 ConsolIdaTed fInanCIal sTaTeMenTs

GeneRal dIsCussIon
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CoNSolIDatIoN PRINCIPlES aND MEtHoDS

all material companies are included in the consolidated financial statements; these are companies over 
which Hansen aG has direct or indirect power to dictate their financial and business policy to gain an 
advantage from their activities (subsidiary companies). Generally control is exercised through a majority 
of voting rights in management bodies. If the possibility of controlling the subsidiary company ends, the 
respective company is no longer consolidated.

the separate financial statements of Hansen aG and its subsidiaries, which have been audited and  
compiled using uniform recognition, measurement and consolidation methods, are the basis for compiling 
the consolidated financial statements.

CoNSolIDatED CoMPaNIES

In accordance with the provisions of IaS 27, two (2006: four) German and seven (2006: seven) foreign  
subsidiaries along with the parent company are consolidated in Hansen aG’s consolidated financial  
statements in accordance with the principles of full consolidation. the following companies are  
consolidated by Hansen aG as of December 31, 2007:

H+R and Deukalion have been deconsolidated as of January 1, 2007. the deconsolidation gain is reported in 
the consolidated income statement under income/loss from discontinued operations.

the share is the calculated pass-through share of Hansen aG. oHR holds an 80.1% share of SIB and E+H 
holds a 64.0 % share of EHS. HRPI and HRPII own the shares of oHR and E+H. In 2007, Hansen aG purchased 
the remaining 29.45 % share of H+G. the investment in H+G increased in 2007 from 70.55 % to 100.0 % as a 
result. Hansen aG spent tEUR 93.8 for the investment.

In mid-2006 the subsidiary tSoW „Hansen Ukraina”, Makeevka, Donetzk Region (the Ukraine), (“Hansen  
Ukraine”) became operational. the company was not consolidated in 2006 and 2007 due to its immateriality. 
the unaudited financial statements for the year ending December 31, 2006 report equity in the amount of 
tEUR 109.0 and net income in the amount of tEUR 49.0. Financial statements for the year ending December 
31, 2007 were not available by the time the consolidated financial statements were released for publication. 
Hansen continues to hold a 40.0 % (calculated pass-through) share of oHR as of December 31, 2007.

Company abbreviation location Country share

Elgor + Hansen sp.z o.o. E+H Chorzow Pl 70.00

Elgor + Hansen + SBS sp.z o.o. EHS Chorzow Pl 44.80

Hansen + Genwest (pty.) ltd. H+G Johannesburg Za 100.00

Hansen China ltd. Hansen China Beijing CN 100.00

Hansen & Reinders CS spol.s r.o. HRCS opava CZ 80.00

Hansen & Reinders GmbH Projektgesellschaft 
tschechien

HRPI Gelsenkirchen D 100.00

Hansen & Reinders GmbH Projektgesellschaft 
Polen

HRPII Gelsenkirchen D 100.00

ostroj - Hansen & Reinders spol. s r.o. oHR opava CZ 80.00

ooo SIB-Hansen SIB leninsk kusnetzky RUS 64.08
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shareholders‘ equity and annual earnings (IfRs) of consolidated subsidiaries

Currency translation

the financial statements of foreign subsidiaries are translated according to the functional currency method. 
In all cases it is the currency of the country in which the company has its location. Beginning in 2005, the  
translation of assets, liabilities and balance sheet footnotes as well as goodwill accrued to the foreign companies 
is at the middle rate between the buy and sell rates on the balance sheet date. the equity serving as the basis for  
elimination of investments and their equity is translated at the rate on the date of initial consolidation. Differences 
to the exchange rate at the period-end rate are recorded in revenue reserves and minority interests, bypassing 
the income statement. the line items of the income statement and therefore the net income stated there is 
translated at the average exchange rate for the year. 

Differences from translating the financial statements of foreign subsidiaries do not affect profit or loss and are 
reported in reserves. the exchange rate differences are then reversed through profit or loss in the year when 
these companies are deconsolidated.

exchange rates

shareholders‘ 
equity

net 
income

shareholders‘ 
equity

net income
(-)loss

12/31/2007 2007 12/31/2006 2006

abbreviation teuR teuR teuR teuR

DEUkalIoN - - -60.8 -74.5

E+H 9,951.1 3,346.8 10,169.3 4,053.8

EHS 1,133.3 464.9 761.4 228.0

H+G 1,200.0 631.3 637.5 180.6

Hansen China 152.0 69.4 88.3 -11.0

H+R - - -2,722.1 -2,213.7

HRCS 108.9 30.2 74.9 -143.6

HRPI 127.9 0.0 127.9 0.0

HRPII 102.3 0.0 102.3 0.0

oHR 5,014.2 1,963.7 5,054.0 1,960.8

SIB 755.2 274.3 507.8 193.2

Period Currency Period-end rate average rate

2007 CZk 26.61735 27.78192

2007 PlN 3.60115 3.79249

2007 RUB 36.0851 35.02915

2007 ZaR 10.02809 9.67099

2007 CNy 10.7542 10.43471

2006 CZk 27.48496 28.36785

2006 PlN 3.83211 3.9055

2006 RUB 34.74401 34.13256

2006 ZaR 9.29844 8.53141

2006 CNy 10.30423 10.02488
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CoNSolIDatIoN MEtHoDS

the purchase method was used for consolidating investments and their equity. according to this method, 
the purchase costs of the investment are offset against the share of revalued equity at the time of the  
acquisition of the subsidiary. any differences from the consolidation of company acquisitions are capitalised 
as goodwill. Negative differences are eliminated through profit or loss.

Receivables and payables and provisions between consolidated companies are eliminated against each 
other. Insofar as third-party debt relationships are given during consolidation, this option is exercised. 

Intercompany sales and other income and the corresponding expenses are eliminated. Unrealised income 
and expenses from intercompany sales and services are derecognised and deferred taxes are recorded 
against income.

MEaSUREMENt PRINCIPlES, RECoGNItIoN aND  

MEaSUREMENt MEtHoDS 

the financial statements of the companies consolidated in the group are compiled using uniform recognition 
and measurement principles. Items in the consolidated financial statements are recorded solely in accordance 
with the substance of the assets, financial and earnings position within the framework of the provisions of the 
IaSB – regardless of tax law. 

Sales and other operating income are realised when delivery has occurred or when the risk of loss  
transfers to the customer. operating expenses are realised when the goods or services are used or at the point 
in time when they are incurred. Interest income and expenses are recorded in their proper accounting period.  
Development costs are basically expensed when incurred. Financing costs are expensed in the period to which 
they accrue. 

assets are capitalised when the group holds all material risks and rewards connected with them. assets are 
recorded—with the exception of certain financial assets—at cost.

Cost comprises all consideration that was expended to acquire the asset and to bring it into service. the cost of 
conversion is calculated on the basis of direct costs and the overheads and depreciation that can be attributed 
to it directly. Financing costs for the acquisition or the period of manufacture are not capitalised. No selling 
costs are capitalised either. 

Intangible assets and property, plant and equipment with limited useful lives are depreciated using the  
straight-line method over their estimated useful lives, unless another depreciation method would be preferred 
due to the actual usage as an exception. We test the value of assets if events or reasons exist that indicate that 
an asset is impaired. Impairment losses are recorded when the future realisable amount from the asset is less 
than its carrying amount. the realisable amount is the higher of net realisable and the present value of the 
future cash flows attributed to the asset (value in use). If the reasons for impairment recorded in the past no 
longer exist, the impairment is reversed against other income. No appreciation is recorded on goodwill.

Purchased goodwill from company acquisitions is capitalised and not amortised in accordance with  
application of IFRS 3 “Business Combinations”. at least once per year after the annual budgeting process is 
completed during compilation of the financial statements, capitalised goodwill is subjected to an impairment test.

other purchased intangible assets are recorded at cost. Internally generated intangible assets are recorded 
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at cost insofar as it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the group and they can be measured 
reliably and the other requirements of IFRS 38.57 are met.

Property, plant and equipment is recorded at cost less depreciation and impairment in individual cases.  
Residual values are not taken into consideration when calculating depreciation due to their immateriality.

useful lives

the costs for maintenance and repair of non-current assets are recorded as expense. Renovation and  
maintenance expenses are recorded as subsequent production costs if they lead to a materially longer useful 
life, a substantial improvement or a major change in usage of the property, plant and equipment.

the shares of Hansen Ukraine are recorded at cost in the amount of tEUR 60.9. the investment was not 
recorded at equity, because audited financial statements for the years ended December 31, 2006 and  
December 31, 2007 were not available.

Inventories are recorded at cost or the lower net realisable value. the net realisable value is the estimated 
selling price less the additional costs incurred up to the sale. Individual valuation allowances were made 
to all inventories to the extent that the net realisable values were lower than the carrying amounts of the 
inventories. If the reason for a valuation allowance of inventory no longer exists, the carrying amount is 
adjusted upwards accordingly. Inventory assets of the same type are recorded according to the average 
value method.

loans granted and receivables are recorded at cost. In addition to loans, all receivables and other assets are 
included in this item. For these line items all recognisable individual risks and the general credit risk based 
on past experience are accounted for through valuation allowances. 

available-for-sale securities are initially recorded at cost and subsequently at their market value. the market 
value changes between purchase and period-end are recorded in the reserve for unrealised gains/losses of 
financial instruments and do not affect earnings. When the securities are sold, the cumulated gain or loss is 
recognised in earnings in the income statement. 

liabilities are basically recorded in the amount of the consideration received less the costs of issue at the point 
in time when they arise. liabilities from finance lease contracts are recorded at the lower fair value or at the 
present value of the lease instalments at the time when the contract is executed. 

nutzungsdauern

Development costs Up to 3 years

Software (purchased) and other rights Up to 4 years

licences   Up to 5 years

Buildings Up to 50 years

leasehold improvements Up to 20 years

technical equipment and machinery Up to 15 years

leased products Up to 7 years

Car fleet Up to 7 years

other equipment, operating and business equipment Up to 15 years
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Foreign exchange receivables and payables are recorded at the exchange rate prevailing on the balance sheet 
date. Exchange rate differences from translation are recorded in material expenses insofar as they occur in the 
course of the normal operating process. If they are attributed to other circumstances, they are reported under 
other operating expenses and income.

the valuation of the pension provision is based on the projected unit credit method set forth in IaS 19 for  
defined benefit plans. 

tax provisions and other provisions are recorded for uncertain liabilities towards third parties when these  
obligations will probably lead to a future outflow of assets. they are recorded at the expected settlement 
amount and are not offset with recourse claims. long-term provisions are recorded at their net present value 
if the effect is material.

Income tax provisions are offset with the corresponding tax refund claims if they exist in the same tax  
jurisdiction and their type and due dates are the same. Starting in 2006, short-term current income tax  
liabilities are reported uniformly under short-term liabilities.

the recognition and measurement of deferred taxes is in accordance with IaS 12 using the balance  
sheet-based liability method based on the tax rate when the deferred taxes are realised. the tax consequences 
of dividend distributions are not recognised until there is a resolution on appropriation of earnings. Deferred tax 
assets are recorded for the expected realisable tax benefits of loss carry-forwards.

Public investment subsidies are recorded as unearned income and amortised at the same rate as  
depreciation.
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IFRS 7 „Financial Instruments: Disclosures“ was initially applied in the consolidated financial statements. 

Required disclosures on financial instruments in accordance with IfRs 7.8 

While compiling the consolidated financial statements we made assumptions and estimates which 
have influenced the amount and disclosure of the assets and liabilities in the balance sheet, income and  
expenses and contingent liabilities. the assumptions and estimates are mainly concerning the  
determination of group-wide useful lives, the recognition and measurement of provisions and the ability to 
realise future tax benefits. In addition, we made assumptions and estimates while reviewing the value of 
goodwill. the actual values can differ from the assumptions and estimates made in individual cases. these 
differences will be recorded against income when we have better knowledge.

SEGMENt REPoRtING

Hansen Group develops and produces explosion-proof electrical systems for use in mining, particularly the 
underground mining of hard coal, and provides service and repair services. Hansen is also a systems supplier in 
this segment, i.e. in addition to electrical switchgear, transformers and process monitor and control systems, 
we also offer maintenance, project management and consulting services. Customers are nearly exclusively 
international hard coal mines who use these technologies to make their underground mining operations more 
productive and safer. Hansen does not currently have any additional material stand-alone product lines which 
would also be classified internally as a segment. For this reason the primary and single reporting format for 
segment reporting is by geographical segment. Hansen groups its subsidiaries located in various geographic 
regions into segments. this corresponds to the breakdown of assets by location in accordance with IaS 14.13. 

Measurement 
category as 

per Ias 39
book value 
12/31/2007

Measurement 
as per Ias 39 
at amortised 

cost

assets teuR teuR

loans granted to unconsolidated affiliated companies laR 0.0 0.0

trade accounts receivable laR 6,904.9 6,904.9

other receivables and assets laR 542.0 542.0

Cash and cash equivalents laR 10,516.0 10,516.0

shareholders’ equity and liabilities

Interest bearing loans and borrowings FlaC 1,276.6 1,276.6

Current interest-bearing loans and borrowings FlaC 4,807.6 4,807.6

trade accounts payable FlaC 2,778.8 2,778.8

Finance lease liabilities n.a. 352.0 352.0

other short-term liabilities FlaC 755.8 755.8

laR: loans and Receivables –  FlaC: Financial liabilities Measured at amortised Cost
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Hansen differentiates in 2006 between the following six segments: a) subsidiary in Germany, b) subsidiaries in 
the Czech Republic, c) subsidiaries in Poland, d) subsidiary in Russia, e) subsidiary in South africa, f) subsidiary 
in China and g) the activities of the parent company, whereby Hansen aG based in Munich, HRPI and HRPII 
and Deukalion, each based in Gelsenkirchen, Germany, are grouped together here. the last three companies 
are sub-holding companies, or the general partner of H+R. all three companies are non-operationally active. 
the activities of the parent company, Hansen aG, located in Munich, are on the one hand the administration,  
monitoring and management of the subsidiaries, on the other hand business activities that are logically  
performed for the whole group, such as international sales or purchasing. With the bankruptcies of Deukalion 
and H+R at the beginning of 2007, segment a) subsidiaries in Germany has been discontinued and within  
segment g) the activities of the parent company beginning in 2007 contains Hansen aG as well as HRPI and 
HRPII. We did not adjust the 2006 prior year figures caused by the disposal of Deukalion in segment g) the  
activities of the parent company, because the company had only contributed tEUR -12.3 to segment earnings.

the geographic segmentation mirrors the management structure of the Company and also represents the risk 
and earnings structures of the world-wide business. Included in segment expenses are charges for support 
services by the parent company segment and amortisation of intangible assets and depreciation of property, 
plant and equipment and are therefore reflected in segment earnings. 

the segment sales include sales to third parties as well as intercompany sales of group companies between 
the segments. Intercompany sales and income are generally delivered at the  same prices as those when sold 
to third parties. the depreciation reported in the segments relates to intangible assets and property, plant and 
equipment. Impairment losses in segment a) subsidiaries in Germany on intangible assets and property, plant 
and equipment in the amount of tEUR 83.6 are included in 2006 segment earnings.

Segment earnings correspond to EBIt, earnings before interest and taxes. Neither in 2007 nor in 2004 were 
there other material non-cash expenses requiring disclosure as per IaS 14.61. Segment assets include all  
assets except for cash and deferred tax assets and segment debt includes all liabilities and provisions except 
for deferred income tax provisions. the transition column contains on the one hand all of the effects from 
consolidation measures, on the other hand, the amounts resulting from different definitions of the contents of 
segment line items compared to the corresponding consolidated line items.

the regional segmentation of sales by customer location required by IaS 14.71 is reported in the notes  
 under “sales”.
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[  p roduc T s ]

hansen plans,  devel ops,  manufac Tures and  
delive rs T he foll owing p roduc T s fo r mines and 

o T he r expl osive areas:

>> swiTchgear eex d l (compacT sTaTions, power swiTches) 500 v To 3.3 kv
>> ThyrisTor sofT sTarTers eex d i 500 v To 3.3 kv for moTors up To 400 a
>> dry-Type Transformers eex d l up To 5,000 kva
>> medium-high volTage swiTches eex d l up To 11 kv
>>  moniTor and process conTrol sysTems eex i a/ b for conveyor sysTems  

(chain conveyors, belT conveyors) incl. visualisaTion
>> press-To-Talk inTercom and shuT-down/ sTop sysTems 
 (emergency shuT-off) eex i a/ b
>>  moTors eex d l (agenTs incl. repairs/ service in cerTain regions)
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activities of the subsidiaries in 

Germany
Czech 

Republic Poland Russia
south 
africa China

activities of 
the parent 

company
Total of the 

segments Transition Group

2007 teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

External sales 0.0 10,972.3 19,957.6 3,185.5 4,387.7 0.0 0.0 38,503.1 0.0 38,503.1

Intercompany sales 0.0 3,956.0 5,376.7 0.0 437.3 702.1 27.0 10,499.1 0.0 10,499.1

Segment sales 0.0 14,928.4 25,334.2 3,185.5 4,825.1 702.1 27.0 49,002.3 0.0 49,002.3

Segment expenses 0.0 12,287.0 21,132.6 2,834.6 3,971.4 598.5 1,418.1 42,242.2 _ _

Net segment income/loss 0.0 2,875.1 4,610.9 395.3 862.5 103.6 -1,264.2 7,583.2 -691.5 6,891.7

Net financial income _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39.9

Income before taxes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6,931.6

tax expense _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -1,834.9

Income from continued operations _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5,096.7

Net income from discontinued operations _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 635.4

Consolidated net income _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5,732.1

Segment assets 0.0 11,033.4 13,515.9 1,727.0 1,659.0 192.8 3,886.0 32,014.1 -2,785.6 29,228.5

Segment debt  0.0 6,887.2 5,785.5 1,324.9 752.6 84.2 1,479.4 16,313.8 -3,080.3 13,233.5

Segment investments 0.0 118.4 1,235.1 196.1 109.2 0.7 2.8 1,662.3 0.0 1,662.3

Segment depreciation 0.0 278.7 589.1 26.3 42.9 1.6 20.6 959.2 0.0 959.2

Employees as of 12/31/2007 0 195 138 16 48 2 1 400 _ 400

2006

External sales 2,979.7 9,915.0 21,051.5 3,739.3 3,825.5 0.0 0.0 41,511.0 0.0 41,511.0

Intercompany sales 95.4 4,302.1 3,491.8 0.0 115.4 92.7 9.3 8,106.7 0.0 8,106.7

Segment sales 3,075.0 14,217.3 24,543.3 3,739.3 3,940.8 92.7 9.3 49,617.7 0.0 49,617.7

Segment expenses 5,425.6 11,537.8 19,624.3 3,605.7 3,706.6 108.4 1,676.4 45,684.8 _ _

Net segment income/loss -2,250.7 2,758.7 5,310.2 263.5 278.0 -15.7 -1,596.4 4,747.6 1,033.2 5,780.8

Net financial loss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -122.5

Income before taxes _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5,658.3

tax expense _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -1,969.2

Consolidated net income _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3,689.1

Segment assets 570.0 8,359.1 13,779.3 1,361.0 772.2 17.7 4,171.0 29,030.3 -2,193.4 26,836.9

Segment debt  3,358.3 5,332.9 6,313.7 997.2 334.3 6.9 1,629.2 17,972.5 -5,409.4 12,563.1

Segment investments 48.9 523.3 3,096.6 46.4 20.6 16.3 92.0 3,844.1 0.0 3,844.1

Segment depreciation 148.5 214.9 381.1 23.3 40.9 0.6 7.1 816.4 0.0 816.4

Employees as of 12/31/2006 31 186 130 13 46 3 1 410 _ 410
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1. sales revenues (by customer location)

 
EXPlaNatoRy CoMMENtS oN tHE CoNSolIDatED INCoME StatEMENt

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Poland                                                                                             14,707.6 16,887.1 16,887.1

Russia and CIS                             10,327.1 9,112.0 9,136.8

Czech Republic                                   7,455.6 7,032.0 7,032.0

South africa                                                                                           4,387.7 3,825.5 3,825.5

Rest of Europe                                                                                    967.6 1,522.2 1,637.4

the americas 502.0 141.4 141.4

Germany                                                                                        133.8 11.2 2,850.8

asia 21.7 0.0 0.0

38,503.1 38,531.4 41,511.0

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Exchange gains (realised)                                     255.3 271.5 271.5

Disposal of non-current assets 172.0 47.5 61.5

Income from derecognised receivables 151.4 185.8 185.8

Exchange gains (unrealised)                                   72.1 22.0 22.0

Income from reversal of provisions                                         37.1 14.3 38.2

Income relating to other accounting periods                                               18.7 0.4 2.9

other operating income                                     116.6 154.3 213.8

823.2 695.8 795.7

other income

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Change in inventories                                                             1,184.2 943.6 729.9

own work capitalised                                                                         276.4 495.0 495.0

1,460.6 1,438.6 1,224.9

3. Change in goods inventories and other own work capitalised
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EXPlaNatoRy CoMMENtS oN tHE CoNSolIDatED INCoME StatEMENt

 

4. Material expenses

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Wages and salaries 6,450.9 6,194.1 7,790.0

Social security contributions                                                                                   1,428.4 1,232.1 1,565.1

Expenses for pension plans 115.8 63.0 63.0

other social benefits                                                                           59.2 75.3 81.0

other personnel expenses                                                                           53.6 92.3 92.3

8,107.9 7,656.8 9,591.4

5. Personnel expenses

In 2007 Hansen had an average of 383 employees: in 2006 there were 416 including H+R and 382  
without the employees of H+R. 

6. depreciation/amortisation

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

depreciation/amortisation teuR teuR teuR

of intangible assets 140.4 64.9 100.3

of property, plant and equipment 818.8 602.9 632.5

959.2 667.8 732.8

Impairment allowances to  
non-current assets

of intangible assets 0.0 0.0 49.0

of property, plant and equipment 0.0 0.0 34.6

0.0 0.0 83.6

Total depreciation/amortisation 
and impairment allowances 959.2 667.8 816.4

the impairment allowances in 2006 all concern non-current assets of H+R.

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Expenses for raw materials, 
consumables and supplies

16,127.9 16,201.7 18,454.5

Expenses for purchased goods 2,455.7 2,080.1 2,080.1

Expenses for purchased services 1,867.9 2,357.0 2,426.3

20,451.5 20,638.8 22,960.9
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2007
2006

adjusted 2006

financing expenses teuR teuR teuR

Interest and similar expenses 
to unconsolidated affiliated companies 0.1 0.0 0.0

Interest and similar expenses to third parties 561.4 369.6 387.1

561.5 369.6 387.1

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

other financial expense, net teuR teuR teuR

losses from the sale of securities -53.4 0.0 0.0

Gains from the sale of securities 146.2 3.0 3.0

other interest and similar income from 
unconsolidated affiliated companies 7.4 46.6 101.1

other interest and similar income from third parties 377.6 132.3 132.4

Exchange differences from 
consolidation eliminations

123.6 28.2 28.1

601.4 210.1 264.6

 

7. other operating expenses

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Building costs                              627.6 477.2 659.6

legal, advisory and financial statement costs 509.8 454.8 535.1

advertising costs                          499.8 482.7 518.3

Investor relations, annual general meeting 
and listing costs 338.6 139.1 139.1

Exchange losses (realised)              314.4 448.9 448.9

Book value losses on disposal 
of non-current assets                                               264.5 145.5 145.5

Business supplies                                                                                  259.4 169.6 239.1

Exchange losses (unrealised)                             210.4 16.3 16.3

travel expenses                                                                                         204.7 179.2 265.9

Motor vehicle costs                                       199.6 194.7 268.3

other taxes 113.6 47.6 47.6

Bank charges 95.7 104.0 107.0

Insurance and contributions                                                                         85.1 114.2 138.1

Bad debt losses 54.8 91.6 153.0

Bankruptcy liquidation costs H+R and Deukaliion 0.0 110.0 110.0

Sundry other operating expenses                                                           598.6 489.9 590.3

4,376.6 3,665.3 4,382.1

8. financing expenses and other net financial expense
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9. Taxes on income and earnings

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Current income taxes                                   1,875.2 1,832.1 1,832.8

Deferred income taxes                                     -40.3 136.4 136.4

1,834.9 1,968.5 1,969.2

Current income taxes by country 2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Poland 948.3 1,032.6 1,032.6

Czech Republic 546.7 723.6 723.6

Russia 142.0 74.4 74.4

South africa 205.5 1.5 1.5

Germany 0.7 0.0 0.7

China 32.0 0.0 0.0

1,875.2 1,832.1 1,832.8

deferred income taxes by country 2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Poland 5.7 3.6 3.6

Czech Republic 67.4 -125.2 -125.2

Russia -21.0 -4.2 -4.2

South africa 35.5 72.5 72.5

China 2.2 -5.3 -5.3

89.8 -58.6 -58.6

Consolidation measures -130.1 195.0 195.0

-40.3 136.4 136.4

During consolidation of intercompany payables and receivables in 2006, bad debt losses of Group companies 
on receivables due from H+R and Deukalion which resulted from the bankruptcies of both companies in the 
amount of tEUR 939.1 were eliminated. as a result of the eliminations, deferred tax expenses of foreign companies 
(HRCS, oHR and H+G)—reported under consolidation measures and calculated with the country-specific tax 
rate—of tEUR 176.9 are recorded and offset with deferred tax assets. No deferred taxes were recorded for the 
bad debt losses of Hansen aG and Deukalion. Deferred taxes from consolidation measures in 2007 are mainly 
the result of elimination of unrealised intercompany profits in inventories.

In 2007, Hansen aG is subject to an average trade income tax rate in Munich of about 19.7 % of trade income, 
which is deductible when computing corporate income tax. the corporate income tax rate has been 25.0 % 
through the year 2007 plus a solidarity surcharge of 5.5 % on the corporate income tax. all deferred tax items 
from consolidation measures in 2006 were generally recorded at a tax rate of 40.9 %. Income taxes from 
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foreign countries are based on the applicable laws and regulations. In 2008 the German combined corporate 
tax rate was reduced to about 30 %, this rate has already been applied to the consolidation measures in 2007. 
these changes did not have any material impact on the consolidated financial statements.

Deferred taxes are determined in accordance with IaS 12 according to the balance sheet-based liability  
method. according to this method deferred taxes are recorded for the probable future tax benefits and  
liabilities from temporary differences between the carrying amounts in the consolidated financial statements 
and the tax bases of assets and liabilities. If the temporary differences between the financial accounting base 
and the tax base concern line items that directly increase or decrease equity, then the deferred taxes on these 
differences are offset directly against equity.

deferred tax assets and liabilities 
recognised in the balance sheet by temporary difference type

asset liability asset liability

12/31/2007 12/31/2007 12/31/2006 12/31/2006

teuR teuR teuR teuR

Different depreciation methods 
and useful lives                                       4.8 113.7 3.8 62.7

Finance lease transactions                                                                          1.0 37.6 0.0 11.9

Recognition differences in 
receivables and other assets 168.3 7.0 165.9 10.9

Market value measurement of financial instruments                                                        0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0

valuation of pension provisions                                                              0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8

Recognition differences in other provisions                                                   221.3 34.8 259.9 48.0

other transactions                                                                              71.4 3.0 63.1 22.2

Capitalisation of tax benefits from 
realisable losses carried forward                          0.0 0.0 13.2 0.0

offsetting of deferred tax assets and liabilities                                                    -6.1 -6.1 -8.8 -8.8

Elimination of unrealised income 257.5 0.0 136.5 0.0

Consolidation of intercompany payables 
and receivables

-3.7 0.0 -189.8 0.0

714.5 190.0 443.8 153.7

Deferred taxes from consolidation measures are reported in full under assets. there is a net deferred 
tax asset as of December 31, 2006 from the deferred taxes from elimination of unrealised intercompany 
income and debt consolidation and the deferred taxes recorded by the companies. Hansen aG‘s deferred 
tax asset from its pension obligation has been offset in full by recording a valuation allowance.
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2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Capitalised tax benefits at the 
beginning of the financial year                              4.4 91.2 91.2

Currency adjustment                                                                   -0.2 0.0 0.0

Utilisation of loss carryforwards                                                                                       -4.2 -88.3 -88.3

valuation allowance on deferred tax assets 
from loss carryforwards recognised in past years           0.0 -2.9 -2.9

Capitalisation of tax benefits from 
loss carryforwards                                            0.0 4.4 4.4

Capitalised tax benefits at the 
end of the financial year                           0.0 4.4 4.4

 
 

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Hansen aG corporation tax 5,015.7 4,240.3

Hansen aG trade tax 3,005.9 2,230.7

H+R trade tax - 3,576.4

Deukalion corporation tax - 46.5

Deukalion trade tax - 80.3

Foreign loss carryforwards (Hansen China) 0.0 13.3

Hansen aG‘s tax loss carryforwards as of December 31, 2006 have been adjusted in accordance with the tax 
returns that have since been received; these tax returns are subject to change.

the German loss carryforwards reported as of December 31, 2006 of Deukalion and H+R as well are  
meaningless after the companies’ bankruptcies in 2007. Due to the lack of sufficient probability concerning  
the ability to realise the remaining tax benefits at Hansen aG, we did not record any deferred tax assets  
in 2007 or in 2006.
 

development of capitalised tax benefits

the capitalised tax benefit recognised as of December 31, 2006 concerned only Hansen China and was 
offset against income in full in 2007.

Hansen China’s loss carryforwards expire in five years; Hansen aG’s can be carried forward  
indefinitely. Regardless of the unlimited ability to carry German losses forward which continues to exist, 
the annual utilisation is limited by the introduction of the minimum tax since the 2004 financial year.  
the reported loss carryforwards have not been assessed by the tax authorities and could change  
drastically after a tax audit.

Composition of tax loss carryforwards
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Reconciliation from expected to 
actual income tax expense

2007
2006 

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Consolidated net income before income taxes                                                                 7,567.0 5,657.6 5,658.3

Expected income tax expense                                                                     3,134.3 2,314.3 2,314.3

variance from the difference between 
the actual tax rates to the expected tax rate            -1,549.0 -1,275.5 -1,275.5

tax-free income                                                               -265.4 -219.0 -219.0

Non-tax-deductible expenses                                                          562.0 462.3 462.3

temporary differences and losses  
for which no deferred taxes were recorded                   212.3 777.9 777.9

tax expenses and benefits 
from other tax periods                                                     -5.4 -49.6 -48.9

Deconsolidation H+R and Deukalion -259.9 0.0 0.0

other deviations                                                                               6.0 -41.9 -41.9

1,834.9 1,968.5 1,969.2

the material reconciliation item is the difference between the actual tax rates and the expected tax rate. 
In Poland the tax rate is 19 %, in the Czech Republic 24 % and in South africa 29 % while the expected  
income tax expense is calculated with the Group tax rate of 40.9 %. the unrecognised loss carryforwards of  
Hansen aG (in 2006 including Deukalion and H+R) are reported in the temporary differences and losses.  
the increase in 2006 is particularly due to the unrecognised losses of H+R as well as Hansen aG‘s increased 
loss carryforward.

10. Income/loss from discontinued operations

2007
2006

adjusted 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Deconsolidation of H+R and Deukaliion 635.4 0.0 0.0

Discontinued operations 0.0 -2,220.0 0.0

635.4 -2,220.0 0.0

H+R and Deukalion have been deconsolidated in 2007 with their consolidated balances from December 31, 
2006. In particular, the deconsolidation of H+R‘s losses accrued since belonging to Hansen Group had a positive 
impact. the material items having a negative impact were the recognition of previously eliminated bad debt 
losses on loans and short-term receivables which had been recorded as of December 31, 2006.
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2006

teuR

Sales revenues 2,979.7

other income 99.8

Change in goods inventories and other own work capitalised -213.7

Material expenses -2,322.1

Personnel expenses -1,934.6

Depreciation/amortisation -148.5

other operating expenses -716.9

Financing expenses -17.6

other financial income, net 54.6

loss before taxes -2,219.3

taxes on income and earnings -0.7

net loss from discontinued operations -2,220.0

the net loss from discontinued operations for 2006 is made up of the following income statement line 
items:

11. Minority interests‘ share of consolidated net income

2007 2006

teuR teuR

E+H 1,004.1 1,216.1

EHS 226.3 125.9

H+G 0.0 53.2

HRCS 6.0 -28.7

oHR 392.7 392.2

SIB 98.5 69.3

1,727.6 1,828.0

12. earnings per share

In accordance with IaS 33, undiluted earnings per share are calculated by dividing consolidated net income 
allocated to the shareholders of Hansen aG by the weighted average number of bearer shares outstanding 
during the financial year. 

the annual general meeting passed the resolution on June 21, 2007 to increase issued capital by tEUR 1,250.0 
to tEUR 2,500.0. the issued capital in the amount of tEUR 2,500.0 is divided into 2,500,000 bearer shares 
with a prorated share of EUR 1.00 per share of issued capital. this was a capital increase from company 
funds. It was recorded in the companies register on July 9, 2007. 

When issuing new shares the denominator of the fraction for calculating earnings per share is adjusted 
accordingly. When the number of shares is changed without a corresponding receipt of cash or other  
consideration, as is the case for a capital increase from company funds (IaS 33.22), the change in the  
number of shares is assumed to occur at the beginning of the reporting period. the number of shares 
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has been adjusted as well for computing the earnings per share of the previous period in order for it to be  
comparable to the current earnings per share figure.

the number of shares is 2,500,000 for the year 2007, accordingly. 

In the consolidated financial statements for the year ending December 31, 2006 the earnings per share based 
on the weighted average of bearer shares issued and outstanding during the financial year was computed 
as follows:

Calculation of the 2006 weighted 
number of shares before adjustment

shares days weighting

Shares until May 29, 2006 1,125,000 149 459,247

Shares after May 29, 2006 1,250,000 216 739,726

365 1,198,973

the Company issued 125,000 new shares in 2006 and with the entry of the capital increase in the companies 
register on May 29, 2006 there were a total of 1,250,000 shares issued. this results in a weighted average 
number of 1,198,973 shares. With this number of shares, the earnings per share in 2006 was EUR 1.55.

Because of the capital increase from company funds executed in 2007, the weighting of the shares issued 
and outstanding in 2006 has been adjusted for reasons of comparability. this was done by doubling the 
number of shares until May 29, 2006 and after May 29, 2006.

shares days weighting

aktien bis 29. Mai 2006 2,250,000 149 918,493

aktien ab 29. Mai 2006 2,500,000 216 1,479,452

365 2,397,945

this weighting has been reflected in the calculation of earnings per share in the consolidated income 
 statement.

Diluted earnings per share are the same as the undiluted earnings per share, since no options or other equity 
instruments have been issued.
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EXPlaNatoRy CoMMENtS oN tHE CoNSolIDatED BalaNCE SHEEt

the long- and short-term assets as well as long- and short-term liabilities and provisions are reported in  
separate classes in the balance sheet. Deferred taxes are as a rule reported in the long-term classes. Items 
are aggregated within short-term assets and liabilities which we expect to be realised or fulfilled within 
twelve months after the balance sheet date.

13. non-current assets
      Cost

balance 
01/01/2007

Currency 
adjustment

disposals from 
deconsolidation additions disposals Re-classifications

balance 
12/31/2007

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR 

Intangible assets                                                                      

Goodwill                                                                          7,167.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7,167.3

other intangible assets                                                                  

Development costs 256.6 19.9 0.0 367.7 0.0 0.0 644.2

Software (purchased)                                                                               235.9 10.0 97.3 48.3 0.0 0.0 196.9

licences                                                                                            66.3 0.3 56.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.2

other intangible assets                                                        62.3 3.7 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 66.9

621.1 33.9 153.7 416.9 0.0 0.0 918.2

7.788.4 33.9 153.7 416.9 0.0 0.0 8,085.5

Property, plant and equipment                                                                         

land                                                                                       186.3 7.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 194.2

Buildings                                                                                           2,329.9 211.6 0.0 346.0 0.0 2,013.7 4,901.2

leasehold improvements                                                                                54.4 2.9 10.5 1.5 0.0 0.7 49.0

technical equipment and machinery                                                                    1,729.4 65.8 82.4 193.8 27.8 299.1 2,177.9

leased products                                                                                812.6 43.0 0.0 187.4 359.9 0.0 683.1

Car fleet                                                                                            806.4 42.3 9.6 310.3 132.2 0.0 1,017.2

other equipment, operating and business equipment                                                  945.9 21.1 468.5 206.4 27.2 0.0 677.7

Payments on account and assets under construction                                                           2,291.6 21.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2,313.5 0.0

other property, plant and equipment                                                                                  43.3 0.0 43.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9,199.8 416.5 614.3 1,245.4 547.1 0.0 9,700.3

financial assets                                                                              

Shares of unconsolidated affiliated companies                                                               58.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 6,100.1 6,161.0

loans granted to unconsolidated affiliated companies 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 1,124.4 1,124.4

58.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 7,224.5 7,285.4

non-current assets 17,047.1 452.4 768.0 1,662.3 547,1 7,224.5 25,071.2
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H+R’s non-current assets are reported in long-term assets with a balance of tEUR 20.0 as of December 
31, 2006. We did not reclassify this item to short-term assets as of December 31, 2006 as a result of the  
deconsolidation which will be recorded in 2007 for reasons of materiality.

      Cost

balance 
01/01/2007

Currency 
adjustment

disposals from 
deconsolidation additions disposals Re-classifications

balance 
12/31/2007

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR 

Intangible assets                                                                      

Goodwill                                                                          7,167.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7,167.3

other intangible assets                                                                  

Development costs 256.6 19.9 0.0 367.7 0.0 0.0 644.2

Software (purchased)                                                                               235.9 10.0 97.3 48.3 0.0 0.0 196.9

licences                                                                                            66.3 0.3 56.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.2

other intangible assets                                                        62.3 3.7 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 66.9

621.1 33.9 153.7 416.9 0.0 0.0 918.2

7.788.4 33.9 153.7 416.9 0.0 0.0 8,085.5

Property, plant and equipment                                                                         

land                                                                                       186.3 7.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 194.2

Buildings                                                                                           2,329.9 211.6 0.0 346.0 0.0 2,013.7 4,901.2

leasehold improvements                                                                                54.4 2.9 10.5 1.5 0.0 0.7 49.0

technical equipment and machinery                                                                    1,729.4 65.8 82.4 193.8 27.8 299.1 2,177.9

leased products                                                                                812.6 43.0 0.0 187.4 359.9 0.0 683.1

Car fleet                                                                                            806.4 42.3 9.6 310.3 132.2 0.0 1,017.2

other equipment, operating and business equipment                                                  945.9 21.1 468.5 206.4 27.2 0.0 677.7

Payments on account and assets under construction                                                           2,291.6 21.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2,313.5 0.0

other property, plant and equipment                                                                                  43.3 0.0 43.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9,199.8 416.5 614.3 1,245.4 547.1 0.0 9,700.3

financial assets                                                                              

Shares of unconsolidated affiliated companies                                                               58.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 6,100.1 6,161.0

loans granted to unconsolidated affiliated companies 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 1,124.4 1,124.4

58.9 2.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 7,224.5 7,285.4

non-current assets 17,047.1 452.4 768.0 1,662.3 547,1 7,224.5 25,071.2
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schedule of leased assets

Cost  depreciation/amortisation

balance 
1/1/2007

Currency 
adjustment additions disposals

balance 
12/31/2007

balance 
1/1/2007

Currency 
adjustment

depreciation 
2007 disposals

balance 
12/31/2007

Carrying 
amounts 

12/31/2007

Carrying 
amounts 

12/31/2006

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

technical equipment  
and machinery 14.3 4.6 70.3 0.0 89.2 8.9 1.5 17.7 0.0 28.1 61.1 5.4

Car fleet                                                   517.5 35.7 238.3 114.2 677.3 209.9 11.4 105.6 100.0 226.9 450.4 307.6

other equipment, operating  
and business equipment 0.0 5.2 98.3 0.0 103.5 0.0 1.0 18.0 0.0 19.0 84.5 0.0

531.8 45.5 406.9 114.2 870.0 218.8 13.9 141.3 100.0 274.0 596.0 313.0

14. Goodwill

By contract dated December 22, 1995 and July 5, 1996, Hansen aG acquired 99 % of the shares in the company 
now called H+R. Deukalion purchased the remaining 1 % share by contract dated December 22, 1995. H+R was 
then the parent company of HRPI and HRPII, which hold the shares in oHR and E+H. In 1998 HRPI and HRPII were 
sold to Hansen aG. 

Hansen aG and Deukalion spent tEUR 6,136 for the shares. after allocation of the goodwill recorded in H+R’s  
separate financial statements to group goodwill, a difference of tEUR 7,071 remained, which is reported in full 
under group goodwill. Goodwill had been amortised over a useful life of 20 years up to the year 2003. Pursuant to 
this accounting treatment, total amortisation in the amount of tEUR 3,101.4 has been accrued. additional goodwill 
in the amount of tEUR 180.0 and tEUR 130.0 was recognised from additional acquisitions of shares of E+H and 
oHR, all of which except tEUR 43 had been amortised by December 31, 2003. as of December 31, 2005, a payment 
obligation at Hansen aG from the acquisition of H+R in 1995 and 1996 in the amount of tEUR 218.8 – which was 
removed from the books to income – was offset against the acquisition costs at that time and reduced goodwill 
by this amount in 2005.

the deconsolidation of H+R and Deukalion recorded in 2007 did not have any impact on current group goodwill, 
because group goodwill was allocated to the Eastern European companies during initial consolidation. the acqui-
sition was executed at the time under consideration of the substantial opportunities in the Eastern markets and 
therefore the substance of the transaction was the purchase of the shares in E+H and oHR held by H+R. 

Goodwill is no longer amortised after 2004 in accordance with IRFS 3 and is subject to an impairment test on an 
annual basis. 

In the impairment test, the carrying values of the tested units plus the goodwill allocated to them are compared 
with the realisable amount from the units. the realisable amount is the higher of the fair value less selling costs 
and the value in use. Impairment is recognised in the amount that the carrying amounts exceed their realisable 
amount. Since the fair value less costs of selling generally exceeds the value in use, the impairment tests will be 
performed using exclusively the fair value less selling costs. the fair value less selling costs corresponds to the 
amount for which the cash generating unit under consideration could be exchanged between knowledgeable, 
willing parties in an arm‘s length transaction, after deducting selling costs. Since there was no active market 
available to determine the fair value for the units undergoing testing, the fair values were determined by discoun-
ting the projected operating cash surpluses. the projections are based on consistently successful financial years, 
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Cost  depreciation/amortisation

balance 
1/1/2007

Currency 
adjustment additions disposals

balance 
12/31/2007

balance 
1/1/2007

Currency 
adjustment

depreciation 
2007 disposals

balance 
12/31/2007

Carrying 
amounts 

12/31/2007

Carrying 
amounts 

12/31/2006

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

technical equipment  
and machinery 14.3 4.6 70.3 0.0 89.2 8.9 1.5 17.7 0.0 28.1 61.1 5.4

Car fleet                                                   517.5 35.7 238.3 114.2 677.3 209.9 11.4 105.6 100.0 226.9 450.4 307.6

other equipment, operating  
and business equipment 0.0 5.2 98.3 0.0 103.5 0.0 1.0 18.0 0.0 19.0 84.5 0.0

531.8 45.5 406.9 114.2 870.0 218.8 13.9 141.3 100.0 274.0 596.0 313.0

 so that the Management Board is convinced that the units are valuable and that there is no basis for recording 
an impairment loss for goodwill.

15. other intangible assets

the other intangible assets are amortised using the straight-line method over their useful lives. of the total of 
tEUR 1,620.6 in research and development costs incurred in 2007 (2006: tEUR 1,070.0), development costs in 
the amount of tEUR 367.7 (2006: tEUR 161.3) were capitalised.

16. Property, plant and equipment

In 2007, we invested tEUR 1,245.5 (2006: tEUR 3,556.8) in property, plant and equipment. In January 2007, 
construction was completed on a new building at E+H; this major project, which was reported under payments 
on account and assets under construction in 2006, has been reclassified under the buildings line item. as was 
the case in 2006, E+H and oHR had most of the investing activity. E+H invested tEUR 956.7 and oHR invested 
tEUR 116.3; this makes up about 86.2 % of all additions to property, plant and equipment.
 

17. financial assets

oHR’s shares in tSoW “Hansen Ukraina”, Makeevka, Donetzk-Region (Ukraine) are recorded under shares in 
unconsolidated affiliated companies within financial assets. the addition reported in the schedule of non- 
current assets is a currency adjustment made in 2007 in the amount of tEUR 2.0. 

the amounts reported in the reclassification columns are from H+R and Deukalion. as a result of the  
deconsolidation of H+R and Deukalion, the historical cost and cumulated depreciation will be reported under  
shares of unconsolidated affiliated companies from now on. this is also how we reported loans granted by  
Hansen aG that had been written off in past years.
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18. other receivables and assets

Receivables from finance leasing contracts that fall due between one and five years had been recorded here up 
to December 31, 2006. Since the finance leasing contracts were canceled ahead of time, they no longer exist 
as of December 31, 2007. as of December 31, 2006, the future leasing installments to be received were tEUR 
64.0; the interest portion was tEUR 6.9.

19. Inventories

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Raw materials, consumables and supplies                                                     4,905.1 3,657.9

Work and services in process                                               1,664.6 1,338.8

Finished goods and merchandise                                                  2,764.8 2,174.6

Payments on account                                          57.9 188.4

9,392.4 7,359.7

valuation allowances on inventories included in the above 210.3 1,812.1

breakdown of the valuation allowance on inventories 12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Raw materials, consumables and supplies                                          110.8 1,657.4

Work and services in process                                     4.0 4.3

Finished goods and merchandise                                            95.5 150.4

210.3 1,812.1

the changes in the valuation allowances are recorded in material expenses. of the inventories as of December 
31, 2006, tEUR 865.1 was pledged as collateral for liabilities. the decrease in valuation allowances is mainly a 
result of the deconsolidation of H+R, which had recorded valuation allowances in the amount of tEUR 1,611.5 
on its inventories.

20. Trade accounts receivable

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Receivables from third parties 6,674.3 7,306.1

Receivables from unconsolidated affiliated companies 230.6 51.4

6,904.9 7,357.5

allowances for doubtful accounts 1,022.7 500.9

Pledged as collateral for liabilities 2,629.9 363.8
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the increase in the allowance for doubtful accounts is particularly due to the deconsolidation of H+R and 
Deukalion. the allowances recorded in 2006 were eliminated during consolidation in 2006 and did not take 
effect until deconsolidation in 2007. trade accounts receivable due from H+R with a total amount of tEUR 685.1 
for which allowances had been recorded as of December 31, 2006 were converted to cash in 2007. additional 
allowances in the amount of tEUR 203.5 were recorded and allowances in the amount of tEUR 389.3 were  
derecognised in 2007. Currency adjustments in the amount of tEUR 22.5 were necessary.

21. other receivables and assets
12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Refund claims of other taxes                                  235.3 78.2

Credit receivable                                           200.0 0.0

Prepaid expenses                                                 67.0 40.8

Deferred interest                                                   17.7 39.5

Receivables from finance lease                                                   0.0 31.7

Payments on account                                                            0.0 8.3

other assets                                                             22.0 113.1

542.0 311.6

the receivables from finance leasing as of December 31, 2006 consist of the leasing instalment receivable  
of tEUR 42.0 less the interest portion of tEUR 10.3 and are due within one year.

22. deferred and current income tax assets

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Deferred income tax assets 714.5 443.8

Current income tax assets 354.7 484.4

1,069.2 928.2

See number 9 for discussion of deferred tax assets. 

Current income tax assets as of December 31, 2007 belong mainly to oHR and E+H. the current income tax 
assets as of December 31, 2006 are mostly a result of dividend distributions of HRPI and HRPII to Hansen aG.

23. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are discussed under number 38 in detail.

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Bank balances 10,488.7 4,701.6

Cash equivalents (securities) 0.0 4,369.2

Cash on hand and checks  27.3 29.1

10,516.0 9,099.9
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CoNSolIDatED SHaREHolDERS’ EqUIty

See the statement of changes in shareholders’ equity for changes in Hansen Group’s equity.

 
24. Issued capital

the issued capital in the amount of EUR 2,500,000.00 is divided into 2,500,000 bearer shares with a  
prorated share in the issued capital of EUR 1.00 per share. In accordance with the articles of association, each 
bearer share has one vote in the general meeting. We do not plan on limiting any voting rights.

the general meeting held January 16, 2006 passed a resolution authorising the Management Board – with 
the Supervisory Board‘s approval – to issued new shares in an amount of up to EUR 562,500.00 until  
January 15, 2011, either at once or successively, in exchange for cash or non-cash contributions; it can  
exclude current shareholders from participating in the capital increase (authorised capital 2006/I).

the general meeting held June 21, 2007 passed a resolution authorising the Management Board – with the  
Supervisory Board‘s approval – to issued new shares in an amount of up to EUR 687,500.00 until June 15, 2012, 
either at once or successively, in exchange for cash or non-cash contributions; it can exclude current share- 
holders from participating in the capital increase (authorised capital 2007/I).

25. Reserves

See the statement of changes in shareholders’ equity for the composition and changes in reserves.

Capital reserves

the capital reserves only contain deposits and withdrawals by Hansen aG. Capital reserves from the  
subsidiaries’ separate financial statements are reclassified as revenue reserves during consolidation.  
a total of tEUR 538.2 from the 2006 increase in capital was recorded in 2006. the amount consists of the 
share premium in the amount of tEUR 687.5 and the transaction costs in the amount of tEUR 149.3.

Revenue reserves

Revenue reserves are actually other revenue reserves according to German accounting standards. 
they include appropriations from earnings of the financial year or earlier years as well as the con-
solidation measures affecting income including earlier amortisation of goodwill and the revenue 
reserves established by Hansen aG. Hansen aG appropriated tEUR 60.2 in 2005 from 2005 net 
income to the legal reserve. In 2006, Hansen aG appropriated tEUR 1,250.0 from 2006 net income 
into other revenue reserves in accordance with Sec. 58 para. 2 aktG (German Stock Corporation act). 
Hansen aG‘s increase in capital from company funds in the amount of tEUR 1,250.0 was reclassified 
from other revenue reserves.

differences from currency translation

the reserve for differences from currency translation contains differences from translating the financial 
statements of foreign subsidiaries into Euros.

unrealised gains/losses of financial instruments

available-for-sale securities are initially recorded at cost and subsequently at their market value. the market 
value changes between purchase and period-end are recorded in the reserve for unrealised gains/losses of 
financial instruments and do not affect earnings. When the securities are sold, the cumulated gain or loss is 
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recognised in earnings in the income statement.

26. unappropriated retained earnings

In accordance with Sec. 58 para. 2 aktG (German Stock Corporation act), the unappropriated retained  
earnings in the financial statements of Hansen aG as per German accounting standards determine dividend 
distributions to shareholders of Hansen aG. this item is reported as unappropriated retained earnings in the 
consolidated financial statements. the adjusting entry is recorded to revenue reserves.

Reconciliation of unappropriated retained earnings of Hansen aG

2007 2006

teuR teuR

Unappropriated retained earnings of Hansen aG before dividend distributions 2,580.8 1,311.7

Hansen aG shareholders’ portion of net income 4,004.5 1,861.1

Dividends to shareholders -1,250.0 -1,250.0

Withdrawal from reserves 0.0 658.0

appropriation to reserves -541.6 0.0

unappropriated retained earnings of Hansen aG 4,793.7 2,580.8

the general meeting on June 21, 2007 passed a resolution to distribute a dividend of EUR 1.00  
(EUR 1,250,000.00 in total) for every available share from unappropriated retained earnings as of December 
31, 2006 and to appropriate the remainder of EUR 1,330,758.84 to unappropriated retained earnings.

the Management Board and the Supervisory Board intend to propose the following appropriation of earnings 
to the next general meeting:

euR

Dividend distribution of EUR 0.60 for every bearer share entitled to a dividend 1,500,000.00

Carry forward of unappropriated retained earnings 3,293,679.59

unappropriated retained earnings 4,793,679.59
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Interest rate: 5.25 percent (2006: 4.5 percent)

Future salary increases: 1.5 percent (2006: 1.5 percent)

 
 

27. Minority interests

the minority shareholders’ portion of consolidated net income by company is discussed under number 11.

28. Pension provisions

Hansen aG has granted the CEo a pension (defined benefit plan). We have taken out insurance to finance 
the pension later, which has been pledged to the Management Board member to secure his pension claim 
if Hansen aG were to go out of business. the insurance claims (plan assets) in Hansen aG’s balance sheet 
as per German accounting standards have been offset with the pension provision in accordance with IFRS. 

In accordance with IaS 19, the pension benefits granted are recorded based on the projected unit credit 
method using actuarial data. the pension provision and the calculation of pension cost are within the 10 
% corridor and the gains and losses beyond the 10 % corridor are deferred and amortised over the average 
period of service of the Management Board member.

the valuation is based on the following assumptions:

the actuarial calculation base is k. Heubeck’s 2005 mortality tables. 

the development of the pension provision is shown in simplified form in the provisions schedule in the 
following section.

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Minority interests

E+H 1,978.5 1,832.1

EHS 399.3 294.4

H+G 0.0 134.6

HRCS 15.7 43.7

oHR 604.3 613.0

SIB 172.8 113.0

3,170.6 3,030.8

Minority shareholders‘ portion of consolidated net income 1,727.6 1,828.0

4,898.2 4,858.8
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a detailed analysis of the provision in 2007 is as follows:

the accumulated gains as of December 31, 2007 total tEUR 73.8 (2006: tEUR 16.8) and lie outside of the 10 
percent corridor for the first time; they will be recognised in the income statement accordingly beginning 
in 2008.

obligation Plan assets
actuarial

 gains Total

teuR teuR teuR teuR

balance January 1, 2007 349.1 -94.2 16.8 271.7

Current service cost 22.5 0.0 0.0 22.5

Interest cost 15.7 0,0 0.0 15.7

Expected return on plan assets 0.0 -3.8 0.0 -3.8

Employer contributions 0.0 -36.2 0.0 -36.2

balance december 31, 2007 387.3 -134.2 16.8 269.9
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29. Pension, income tax and other provisions

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

due  due

opening 
balance 

01/01/2007
Currency 

adjustment

disposals 
from decon-

solidation utilisation amortisation additions

Closing 
balance 

12/31/2007 within 1 year
between 1-5 

years over 5 years over 1 year

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

long-term provisions

Provisions for pensions and similar obligations 271.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.0 269.6 0.0 0.0 269.6 271.7

Deferred income tax provisions 153.7 6.1 0.0 3.5 52.8 86.5 190.0 0.0 90.9 99.1 153.7

425.4 6.1 0.0 3.5 54.9 86.5 459.6 0.0 90.9 368.7 425.4

other short-term provisions

Personnel provisions

vacation pay, 13th salary and overtime,  
time credits 192.4 6.0 27.0 149.4 15,3 155.9 162.6 162.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bonuses 919.3 36.8 0.0 924.0 0,9 1,073.2 1,104.4 1,104.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

other personnel-related provisions 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.7 0,0 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

1,112.4 42.8 27.0 1,074.1 16,2 1,230.2 1,268.1 1,268.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Provisions from operating 
activities  (warranty) 251.3 11.0 7.8 139.8 0,0 152.7 267.4 267.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

various other provisions

outstanding invoices 96.9 0.7 0.0 73.4 17,5 50.5 57.2 57.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

accident and disability insurance premiums 22.3 0.0 22.3 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

auditing costs 217.5 0.4 28.0 187.2 1,3 203.8 205.2 205.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

annual report 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 50.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

annual General Meeting 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 34.0 34.0 34.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Sundry other provisions+ 116.7 0.2 0.0 55.3 0,0 128.6 190.2 190.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

453.4 1.3 50.3 315.9 18,8 466.9 536.6 536.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total other short-term provisions 1,817.1 55.1 85.1 1,529.8 35,0 1,849.8 2,072.1 2,072.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total provisions 2,242.5 61.2 85.1 1,533.3 89,9 1,936.3 2,531.7 2,072.1 90.9 368.7 425.4
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12/31/2007 12/31/2006

due  due

opening 
balance 

01/01/2007
Currency 

adjustment

disposals 
from decon-

solidation utilisation amortisation additions

Closing 
balance 

12/31/2007 within 1 year
between 1-5 

years over 5 years over 1 year

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

long-term provisions

Provisions for pensions and similar obligations 271.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.0 269.6 0.0 0.0 269.6 271.7

Deferred income tax provisions 153.7 6.1 0.0 3.5 52.8 86.5 190.0 0.0 90.9 99.1 153.7

425.4 6.1 0.0 3.5 54.9 86.5 459.6 0.0 90.9 368.7 425.4

other short-term provisions

Personnel provisions

vacation pay, 13th salary and overtime,  
time credits 192.4 6.0 27.0 149.4 15,3 155.9 162.6 162.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bonuses 919.3 36.8 0.0 924.0 0,9 1,073.2 1,104.4 1,104.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

other personnel-related provisions 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.7 0,0 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

1,112.4 42.8 27.0 1,074.1 16,2 1,230.2 1,268.1 1,268.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Provisions from operating 
activities  (warranty) 251.3 11.0 7.8 139.8 0,0 152.7 267.4 267.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

various other provisions

outstanding invoices 96.9 0.7 0.0 73.4 17,5 50.5 57.2 57.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

accident and disability insurance premiums 22.3 0.0 22.3 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

auditing costs 217.5 0.4 28.0 187.2 1,3 203.8 205.2 205.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

annual report 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 50.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

annual General Meeting 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 34.0 34.0 34.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Sundry other provisions+ 116.7 0.2 0.0 55.3 0,0 128.6 190.2 190.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

453.4 1.3 50.3 315.9 18,8 466.9 536.6 536.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total other short-term provisions 1,817.1 55.1 85.1 1,529.8 35,0 1,849.8 2,072.1 2,072.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total provisions 2,242.5 61.2 85.1 1,533.3 89,9 1,936.3 2,531.7 2,072.1 90.9 368.7 425.4
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30. debt

 
 

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

 due due

within 1 
year

between 
1-5 years Total Total over 1 year

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

liabilities due to banks 1,943.7 1,276.6 3,220.3 2,894.8 1,757.9

liabilities from 
finance leases 148.4 203.6 352.0 228.2 144.0

other debt 2,863.9 0.0 2,863.9 2,378.7 0.0

4,956.0 1,480.2 6,436.2 5,501.7 1,901.9

12/31/2007  12/31/2006

due due

within 1 
year

between 
1-5 years Total Total over 1 year

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

E+H 645.5 963.6 1,609.1 1,565.7 1,252.6

H+R 0.0 0.0 0.0 294.1 0.0

oHR 1,298.2 313.0 1,611.2 1,035.0 505.3

1,943.7 1,276.6 3,220.3 2,894.8 1,757.9

liabilities due to banks

E+H was granted a loan by Pko BP S.a. Bank in a total amount equivalent to tEUR 1,337.8 (2006: tEUR 
1,565.7, translated at the respective year-end exchange rate). the loan has a short-term and a long-term 
portion. variable interest in 2007 was charged between 5.61 % and 7.17 %, it is tied to the one-month  
WIBoR (Warsaw Interbank offer Rate) plus a 1.5 % premium. the loan is due on July 31, 2011. E+H as taken 
out an additional short-term loan from Raiffeisen Bank Polska S.a. in the amount of tEUR 271.3. variable 
interest in 2007 was charged between 5.69 % and 7.03 %, it is tied to the one-week WIBoR (Warsaw 
Interbank offer Rate) plus a 1.6 % premium. the loan is due on September 30, 2008. the WIBoR ranged 
between 4.4 % and 6.2 % in 2007. E+H has – in addition to other collateral – pledged cash in the amount 
of tEUR 1,637.5 as collateral for bank loans at Pko BP S.a. Bank; the Company has unrestricted access to 
these funds. 

Cheskoslovenska obchodni Banka (CSoB) has granted oHR three loans, two of which are due within one 
year. the long-term loan is due in 2010. the loans bear variable interest at the PRIBoR (Prague Interbank 
offered Rate) plus a premium between 1.0 % and 1.3 %. the PRIBoR ranged between 2.6 % and 4.2 % in 
2007. 

of H+R’s total bank debt in 2006 of tEUR 294.1, tEUR 91.0 was due to IkB Deutsche Industriebank aG, 
Munich (IkB) and to Raiffeisen landesbank oberösterreich Southern German Branch, Passau. By security 
pool contract dated November 21, 2003, Hansen aG assumed joint liability for a maximum amount of tEUR 
600.0 for bank liabilities of H+R due to IkB Deutsche Industriebank aG, Munich (IkB) and SEB aG, Essen 
branch (SEB). Because of H+R‘s bankruptcy, Hansen aG repaid the loan in January 2007. the loan bore 4.75 
% interest and had been due at the end of September 2007. Hansen aG also repaid the note payable due 
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to Raiffeisen landesbank oberösterreich Southern Germany Branch, Passau, in the amount of tEUR 203.1 
at the beginning of January 2007 because of the letter of comfort it issued assuming liability for the loan. 
this note payable bore 5.14 % interest.

H+G did not have any overdrafts at the Standard Bank of South africa, Benoni (South africa) at year end. 
Hansen aG agreed with the Standard Bank of South africa, Benoni (South africa), to provide H+G with 
financing up to an amount of tZaR 2,000.0 (about tEUR 199.4 at the Group period-end exchange rate on 
December 31, 2007), so that the company is always able to pay on time its present and future obligations to 
the Standard Bank of South africa limited. this obligation expired on May 31, 2007. In addition, Hansen has 
an additional guarantee in the form of a bank guarantee to the Commerzbank aG, Munich, for tEUR 77.0.

Hansen Group’s unused lines of credit as per IaS 7.50 (a) as of the balance sheet date are tEUR 1,691.4 
(2006: tEUR 1,842.2).

liabilities from finance leases

liabilities from finance leases have been discounted in the amount of tEUR 16.8 (2006: tEUR 9.8) for  
short-term liabilities and in the amount of tEUR 9.2 (2006: tEUR 8.1) for long-term liabilities.

other debt

other debt consists exclusively of the internal company savings and loan of oHR in the amount of tEUR 
2,863.9 (2006: tEUR 2,378.7).

liabilities secured by real estate liens, 
assignment as security or similar rights

31. Trade accounts payable

the payables are exclusively due to third parties.

32. Tax liabilities

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Due to banks                                                                          3,220.3 2,894.8

Due to non-banks                                                                              0.0 24.1

3,220.3 2,918.9

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Income taxes payable                                                        284.2 420.3

other taxes payable                                                     534.5 97.8

818.7 518.1
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33. other liabilities

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Due to employees                                                    290.9 684.7

Social security liabilities                                       266.2 259.7

Payments received on account 164.2 29.6

liabilities due to unconsolidated affiliated companies 0.0 14.8

Sundry other liabilities                                               34.5 170.9

755.8 1,159.7

34. unearned income

Public subsidies are included in unearned income in the amount of tEUR 102.3 (2006: tEUR 116.2), which 
E+H and oHR have received for investments in non-current assets. there are no unfulfilled conditions as 
per IaS 20.39 (c).

other financial obligations and contingent liabilities

other financial obligations  12/31/2007  12/31/2006

due due

within 1 
year

between 
1-5 years Total Total over 1 year

teuR teuR teuR teuR teuR

order commitments

    for property, plant and equipment 41.5 0.0 41.5 140.4 0.0

    for operations 3,099.8 0.0 3,099.8 1,431.6* 0.0

    for administration 52.5 0.0 52.5 0.0 0.0

Building rents and leases 
(operating lease)             186.6 81.9 268.5 389.3 201.9

Car fleet (operating lease) 29.8 65.4 95.2 41.3 28.3

other operating lease obligations 5.6 9.6 15.2 30.5 22.9

Total 3,415.8 156.9 3,572.7 2,033.1 253.1

fair value 3,245.4 141.6 3,387.0 1,935.2* 231.8

expenses for operating leases 
in 2007 and 2006 321.8 238.9

* 2006 figure adjusted

the present value of other financial obligations was determined by discounting the future expenditures at 
an annual market interest rate of 5.25 % (2006: 4.5 %). Had the obligations been discounted with the same 
interest rate as last year in the amount of 4.5 %, the present value would have been tEUR 25.4 higher. 

E+H has liabilities from guarantees in the amount of tEUR 64.7 (2006: tEUR 0.0).
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Contingent liabilities 

Contingent liabilities are off-balance-sheet obligations that are reported in the estimated amount required 
to fulfill the obligation on the balance sheet date.

H+R filed a lawsuit at the Muenster tax Court regarding the recognition of a corporate reorganisation in 
1996 and 1997, which was classified in the course of a tax audit as a misuse of structural alternatives. H+R 
won this lawsuit in the first instance; the Gelsenkirchen-South tax authorities have appealed the decision 
to the federal tax court in January 2007. the risk of loss as of December 31, 2005 is estimated at tEUR 750 
(including solidarity surcharge and interest). as of December 31, 2006 the risk had decreased to about 
tEUR 417.3 due to the bankruptcies of Deukalion and H+R. We are assuming that the risk is unchanged at 
tEUR 417.3 as of December 31, 2007. as in 2006, no provisions were recorded because Hansen believes that 
the federal tax court will have the same opinion as the Muenster tax court. If we were to lose the lawsuit 
unexpectedly, Hansen aG would only lose loss carry forwards in the amount of about tEUR 417.3. 

Former employees and the works council of H+R demand severance payments from Hansen aG due to 
H+R’s bankruptcy, for which, in the view of Hansen aG, there is no legal basis, We do not anticipate any 
financial obligations since the severance pay claimants share the same fate as the other bankruptcy  
creditors.

CaSH FloW StatEMENt

the cash flow statement shows how Hansen Group’s cash and cash equivalents changed during the  
financial year. the cash flow statement in accordance with IaS 7 separates cash flows into those from operating  
activities, which consists of the cash provided by ongoing business activities, those from investing activities 
and those from financing activities. Investing and financing activities that do not lead to a change in cash or 
cash equivalents are – in accordance with IaS 7 – not a part of this cash flow statement.

the cash flows of foreign consolidated companies are translated in the cash flow statement at the  
corresponding average exchange rate. 

the cash flow statements of H+R and Deukalion are included in the 2006 cash flow statement; they were no 
longer consolidated in 2007.
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35. Cash provided by operating activities

Interest received and interest paid is included in cash provided by operating activities. In 2007, interest in 
the amount of tEUR 207.1 (2006: tEUR 218.4) was received and interest in the amount of tEUR 409.0 (2006: 
tEUR 364.2) was spent. In 2007, a total of tEUR 2,005.6 (2006: tEUR 2,174.0) was spent on income taxes. 

E+H (tEUR 61.8) and oHR as well (tEUR 87.0) received subsidies from the European Union in 2006 for  
the purchase of several assets. No public subsidies were granted in 2007.

36. Cash used in investing activities

Cash paid for investments in property, plant and equipment and in intangible assets and cash received 
from their sale do not correspond with the additions and disposals shown in the schedule of non-current 
assets. the difference is mainly the result of the accrual to different periods of payments for additions in 
2006 and 2007. the cash used in investing activities is mainly the result of investments in Poland and the 
Czech Republic. tEUR 93.8 was spent to acquire the remaining shares of H+G in 2007. 
 

37. Cash used in financing activities

the Company received tEUR 812.5 from the capital increase carried out in 2006. this item is offset by the 
costs of the capital increase in the amount of tEUR 149.3, of which tEUR 73.8 was already spent in 2005. 

tEUR 522.5 more was paid to minority interests in 2007 than in 2006. the dividend distribution to Han-
sen Sicherheitstechnik‘s shareholders remained the same compared to 2006. a total of tEUR 2,993.9  
(2006: tEUR 2,471.4) was paid in dividends to shareholders and to minority interests. 

In 2007, we once again assumed debt to finance planned investments. the material new loans were  
granted to oHR in 2007. Included in payments for repayment of principal of loans is tEUR 294.1 which 

Cash flow statements of H+R and deukalion 
before consolidation
 

H+R deukalion Total

2006 2006 2006

teuR teuR teuR

Cash used in operating activities        -313.2 -2.1 -315.3

Cash used in investing activities                                -48.9 0.0 -48.9

Cash provided by financing activities                         273.4 2.1 275.5

Change in cash and cash equivalents         -88,7 0.0 -88.7

Change in cash and cash equivalents of H+R and deukalion  H+R deukalion Total

2006 2006 2006

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of the period                                          154.9 0.6 155.5

Change in cash and cash equivalents       -88.7 0.0 -88.7

Cash and cash equivalents, end of the period                      66.2 0.6 66.8
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Hansen aG paid to H+R‘s creditors who asserted their claims from Hansen aG‘s joint liability and letter of 
comfort. 

Cash and cash equivalents increased in 2007 by tEUR 1,162.5. 

 
38. Changes in cash

Cash includes all liquid assets, i.e. cash on hand, bank balances and checks less current account liabilities 
due to banks and cash equivalents. 

Cash equivalents are short-term, extremely liquid financial investments, which can be converted into cash 
at any time and are subject to minimal risks of fluctuations in value. the due date serves as an additional 
classification criterion. In accordance with IaS 7.7, a financial investment is generally only considered a 
cash equivalent when it has a maturity of no longer than three months. longer or shorter maturities are 
admissible, however, if particular company circumstances or particular investment forms dictate their 
classification as cash equivalents. Hansen Group’s liquid assets in 2007 were also in the form of higher  
interest-bearing investments than the customary call money or fixed-term deposits; these are highly  
liquid and can be converted to cash at any time. the alternative investment types selected by Han-
sen were only subject to a small amount of risk prior to the financial crisis in the capital markets. the  
Management Board decided in December 2007 to sell all of the securities held by Hansen aG and to put 
the proceeds back into call money and fixed-term deposits.

Hansen Group‘s cash and cash equivalents as of December 31, 2006 and December 31, 2007 correspond to 
the cash and cash equivalents reported in the balance sheet under assets.

Due to foreign exchange laws, Hansen China’s cash balance for both 2007 and 2006 is deemed not available 
to the group. E+H has cash which can only be spent for certain purposes by law and has been set aside for 
employees‘ welfare and is therefore deemed not available to the Group.

Cash within the group increased from tEUR 9,099.9 at the beginning of 2007 by tEUR 1,416.1 to tEUR 10,516.0 
as of December 31, 2007.

12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Total cash and cash equivalents 10,516.0 9,099.9

Restricted cash and cash equivalents

Cash, Hansen China 40.6 72.4

Cash, E+H 13.0 0.0

Cash, H+R and Deukaliion 0.0 66.8

53,6 139.2

unrestricted cash and cash equivalents 10,462.4 8,960.7
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otHER INFoRMatIoN

2007 2006

Company Company business events teuR teuR

Deukalion Hansen aG Financial transactions 0.0 8.3

Deukalion H+R Goods and services transactions 0.0 23.7

Deukalion H+R Financial transactions 0.0 0.5

E+H EHS Goods and services transactions 5,322.1 3,472.5

E+H EHS Investment income 101.3 0.0

E+H EHS Financial transactions 19.3 0.0

E+H Hansen aG Services transactions 12.0 0.0

E+H H+R Goods and services transactions 0.0 25.3

E+H HRPII Investment income 2,889.7 2,117.8

E+H HRPII Financial transactions 1.1 5.2

E+H Hansen China Goods and services transactions 48.6 4.1

E+H oHR Goods and services transactions 1,056.0 1,428.3

EHS oHR Goods and services transactions 63.0 15.1

Hansen aG H+R Goods and services transactions 0.0 120.9

Hansen aG H+R Financial transactions 0.0 54.5

Hansen aG H+R Warranty contract/ comfort letter 0.0 294.1

H+G Hansen aG Services transactions 11.9 0.0

H+G Hansen aG Warranty contract 199.4 215.1

H+G H+R Goods and services transactions 0.0 115.4

H+G oHR Goods and services transactions 523.7 78.8

Hansen aG HRPI Profit transfers 1,694.4 1,725.8

Hansen aG HRPI Financial transactions 0.0 18.3

Hansen aG HRPII Profit transfers 2,931.9 3,614.4

Hansen aG HRPII Financial transactions 0.0 11.7

Hansen aG oHR Goods and services transactions 15.0 8.1

H+R HRCS Goods and services transactions 0.0 69.6

H+R HRPI Goods and services transactions 0.0 3.1

H+R HRPII Goods and services transactions 0.0 3.1

H+R oHR Goods and services transactions 0.0 110.9

HRCS oHR Goods and services transactions 389.7 165.4

HRPI oHR Goods and services transactions 0.0 0.6

HRPI oHR Financial transactions 0.0 2.7

HRPI oHR Investment income 1,706.0 993.4

Hansen China oHR Goods and services transactions 653.5 88.6

oHR Hansen Ukraine Goods and services transactions 227.5 661.9

oHR SIB Goods and services transactions 2,403.7 2,497.3

Hansen aG Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH Financial transactions 0.0 101.1

Hansen aG BNS GmbH, Düsseldorf Goods and services transactions 96.8 42.0

Information on relationships to related companies and persons

Information on business transactions with affiliated companies
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12/31/2007 12/31/2006

teuR teuR

Deukalion Hansen aG 0.0 36.3*

Deukalion H+R 0.0 60.0*

E+H EHS 534.8** 825.7

E+H Hansen aG 12.0 0.0

E+H HRPII 0.0 24.1

E+H oHR 189.5 255.5

EHS oHR 9.9 3.1

H+G H+R 0.0 121.8*

H+G oHR 410.3 0.1

Hansen aG H+R 0.0 1,214.4*

Hansen aG HRPI 378.1 393.6

Hansen aG HRPII 162.0 196.1

Hansen aG oHR 15.0 0.0

Hansen China oHR 112.2 0.0

H+R HRCS 0.0 181.1*

H+R HRPI 0.0 11.4*

H+R oHR 0.0 397.7*

HRCS oHR 79.3 33.2

HRPI oHR 0.0 0.6

oHR Hansen Ukraina 153.3 23.6

oHR SIB 1,147.9 820.0

Hansen aG BNS GmbH, Düsseldorf 68.0 27.8

 
 

Information on outstanding balances between affiliated companies

*)  adjusted balances in companies‘ separate financial statements due to the bankruptcy of H+R and 
Deukalion, at exchange rates as of December 31, 2006

**) Balance without valuation allowance of tEUR 20.3

as of December 31, 2006 the receivables due from H+R were adjusted due to bankruptcy; particularly in 
the separate financial statements of H+G, oHR and HRCS they were written off in full. Since H+R was still  
consolidated in Hansen Group in 2006, the impact of the allowances was reversed at group level against 
income. In 2007 the write-offs of the receivables were recognised in the income statement and are included 
in the item „income/loss from discontinued operations“ in the consolidated income statement.

of H+R’s total bank debt of tEUR 294.1, tEUR 91.0 was due to IkB Deutsche Industriebank aG, Munich (IkB) and 
to Raiffeisen landesbank oberösterreich Southern German Branch, Passau. By security pool contract dated 
November 21, 2003, Hansen aG assumed joint liability for a maximum amount of tEUR 600.0 for bank liabilities 
of H+R due to IkB Deutsche Industriebank aG, Munich (IkB) and SEB aG, Essen branch (SEB). Because of 
H+R‘s bankruptcy, Hansen aG repaid the loan in January 2007. Hansen aG also repaid the note payable due 
to Raiffeisen landesbank oberösterreich Southern Germany Branch, Passau, in the amount of tEUR 203.1 at 
the beginning of January 2007 because of the letter of comfort it issued assuming liability for the loan. 

In 2007, tEUR 1,755.1 (2006: tEUR 1,668.0) was spent on current fixed and variable compensation to the  
Management (not incl. Management Board members of Hansen aG) in accordance with IaS 24.16 (a).  
the outstanding balances in 2007 were tEUR 13.3 (2006: tEUR 11.8).
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there were other business transactions with related parties in accordance with IaS 24.18 (g) in 2007 in 
the amount of tEUR 2,253.6 (2006: tEUR 3,540.3). the outstanding balances total tEUR 311.0 (2006:  
tEUR 2,190.0).

liabilities from the internal company savings and loan of oHR and the minority interests of oHR together had 
a balance as of December 31, 2007 of tEUR 1,900.6 (2006: tEUR 1,612.3). Interest expense for these liabilities 
in the 2007 financial year had a balance of tEUR 121.0 (2006: tEUR 162.5).

 
Report in accordance with sec. 20 aktG (German stock Corporation act)

In its report dated February 23, 2006, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg (austria) reported that 
it holds an investment in accordance with Sec. 20 para. 4 aktG (German Stock Corporation act). In a  
statement dated November 23, 2007, which Hansen Sicherheitstechnik received on December 1, 2007, Hansen  
Beteiligungs GmbH stated that the investment in Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG no longer exists.

In its statement from November 23, 2007 – which Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG received on November 
30, 2007 – koPEX s.a. notified the Company of its majority share holding of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG. 

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG has published the following statements in the electronic federal gazette 
on December 5, 2007.

Control and profit-transfer agreements 

on april 25, 2005, a control and profit-transfer agreement with Hansen & Reinders GmbH  
Projektgesellschaft tschechien, Gelsenkirchen, was executed which was recorded in the companies  
 register on october 24, 2005.

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG
Munich
Report in accordance with Sec. 20 aktG 
(German Stock Corporation act)

We now inform you that Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, 
Salzburg (austria) has no longer held a majority  
share of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG since  
November 23, 2007 and an investment in accordance  
with Sec. 20 para. 1 aktG (German Stock Corporation act)  
no  longer exists. With the transfer of the majority share 
to the buyer and payment of the purchase price by the  
buyer to Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg  
(austria), the suspensive conditions of the contract 
for the sale and transfer of shares dated May 10, 2007 
have been fulfilled on November 23, 2007.

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG
Munich
Report in accordance with Sec. 20 aktG 
(German Stock Corporation act)

We now inform you that koPEX s.a., katowice,  
Poland, has held a majority share of 68 % of  
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG since November 23, 
2007. With the transfer of the majority share from 
the seller, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg 
(austria), and payment of the purchase price by 
koPEX s.a. to Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg  
(austria), the suspensive conditions of the contract 
for the sale and transfer of shares dated May 10, 
2007 have been fulfilled on November 23, 2007.

Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG
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on the same date, a control and profit-transfer agreement was entered into with Hansen & Reinders GmbH 
Projektgesellschaft Polen, Gelsenkirchen, which was recorded in the companies register on January 31, 
2006. the general meeting held on November 10, 2006 approved the extension contract dated July 31, 2006. 
the extension contract was recorded in the companies register on December 14, 2006.

Ceo/Management board

Christian dreyer, salzburg (austria)

Mr. Dreyer is not a member of any other supervisory boards or control organs. Mr. Dreyer was the sole  
member of the Management Board and is exempt from the restrictions set forth in Sec. 181 of the German 
Civil Code.

supervisory board

Supervisory Board members are:

dipl. Ing. Jürgen Tonn, Scharbeutz, – Management Board Chairman of Schuler aG – (Chairman)

Further supervisory board duties:   Prensas Schuler S.a., Sao Paulo (Brazil)  
 Schuler Incorporated, Columbus (USa); Chairman 
 Schuler Hydroforming Incorporated, Canton (USa); Chairman.

Mag. Christian nimmervoll, Grieskirchen (austria) – Investment Manager – (vice Chairman)

Further supervisory board duties:  Flottweg GmbH & Co. kGaa, vilsbiburg; Chairman 
Bionorica aG, Neumarkt 
aPoFIN Beteiligungs GmbH, Hallein (austria); vice Chairman.

Herr Mag. andreas Pallauf, Salzburg (austria); attorney – (no other supervisory board duties)

In the general meeting held on November 10, 2006, all of the current members of the Supervisory Board were 
re-elected for a period of five years.

shares owned by corporate bodies

Mr. tonn and Mr. Pallauf each held 2,000 shares as of December 31, 2006; Mr. Nimmervoll 500 shares  
indirectly and Mr. Dreyer 70 shares indirectly. Mr. Dreyer is, with a 75% share, majority shareholder of Hansen 
Beteiligungs GmbH, which holds 1,089,160 shares of Hansen aG as of December 31, 2006.

as of December 31, 2007, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH holds 12,886 shares of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik 
aG. as of December 31, 2007, Mr. Pallauf holds 2,000 shares and Mr. Dreyer holds 70 shares of Hansen  
Sicherheitstechnik aG.
 
Compensation

the compensation system provides for fixed as well as variable compensation components for the CEo 
Christian Dreyer. the variable compensation share is calculated from the shareholders’ share of consolidated 
net income. after deduction of the basic amount of tEUR 1,500.0 from shareholders’ share of consolidated 
net income – adjusted by the bonus provision – the CEo receives variable compensation in the amount 
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of 5 % of the remaining balance. the CEo received non-profit-based remuneration in the amount of tEUR 
230.6 in 2007. tEUR 130.0 has been recorded as a provision in the financial statements for the 2007 bonus.  
In addition to that, the pension provision was increased. the CEo receives an annual pension in the amount 
of tEUR 104.0 when he reaches his 65th birthday.

the Supervisory Board received remuneration in the amount of tEUR 18.0 in 2007. Mr. tonn received tEUR 
13.0 and Mr. Pallauf received tEUR 5.0. Mr. Nimmervoll is not compensated for his activities.

disclosure of auditors’ fees as per sec. 314 no. 9 HGb (German Commercial Code)

the fees for the audit of the 2007 consolidated financial statements by the auditor Rödl & Partner GmbH, 
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Steuerberatungsgesellschaft, Munich, which were accrued in these  
financial statements have a total amount of tEUR 30.0 (2006: tEUR 30.0).

declaration on the German Corporate Governance Code 

Hansen aG currently does not comply with the provisions of the German Corporate Governance Code above 
and beyond the legal requirements and does not provide a declaration in accordance with Sec. 161 aktG  
(German Stock Corporation act). Since its shares are only traded on the open Market, the Company does 
not have to satisfy this requirement. the Company is, however, contemplating complying with individual  
provisions of the German Corporate Governance Code in the future, if it is feasible from an organisational 
point of view and from a cost-benefit standpoint. 

Munich, February 29, 2008
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG

Christian Dreyer 
(CEo) 
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ResPonsIbIlITy sTaTeMenT

to the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with the applicable reporting principles, the consolidated 
financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of 
the group management report includes a fair review of the development and performance of the business 
and the position of the group, together with a description of the principal opportunities and risks associated 
with the expected development of the group.

Munich, February 29, 2008
Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG

Christian Dreyer 
(CEo) 

[ Track vi ]
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PRoPosal foR aPPRoPRIaTIon of eaRnInGs

the Management Board and the Supervisory Board intend to propose the following appropriation of earnings 
to the general meeting:

euR

Dividend distribution of EUR 0.60 for every bearer share entitled to a dividend 1,500,000.00

Carry forward of unappropriated retained earnings 3,293,679.59

unappropriated retained earnings 4,793,679.59
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We have audited the consolidated financial statements – consisting of the balance sheet, the income  
statement, the statement of changes in shareholders’ equity, the cash flow statement and the no-
tes to the financial statements – as well as the consolidated Management’s Report for the financial year  
ended December 31, 2007 which Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG, Munich, compiled. the Company’s legal  
representatives are under the obligation to compile consolidated financial statements and a consoli- 
dated Management’s Report in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) to be  
applied as prescribed in the EU and, in addition, the provisions of Sec. 315a para. 1 HGB (German Commercial 
Code) in context with Sec. 315a para. 3 HGB, as well as the supplementary provisions of the articles of  
association. It is our responsibility to render an opinion to the consolidated financial statements and  
consolidated Management’s Report based on our audit.

We audited the consolidated financial statements pursuant to Sec. 317 HGB, taking into account the prin-
ciples for the proper auditing of financial statements laid down by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW = 
Institute of auditors). these standards require that we plan and perform the audit such that misstatements 
and violations materially affecting the presentation of the net assets, financial position and results of ope-
rations of the consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with the applicable accounting 
regulations and the Group Management’s Report are detected with reasonable assurance. When planning 
the audit, we take our knowledge of the Group’s business activity, the business and legal environment as 
well as expectations on possible misstatements into consideration. the effectiveness of the accounting-
related internal control system and the evidence supporting the disclosures in the consolidated financial 
statements and the Group Management’s Report are examined primarily on a test basis within the frame-
work of the audit. the audit includes a judgement of the financial statements of all companies included 
in the consolidated financial statements, the composition of consolidated companies, the recognition and 
consolidation principles and material estimates made by legal representatives as well as the presentation 
of the consolidated Management‘s Report as a whole. We believe that our audit provides sufficient evidence 
for our audit opinion.

our audit did not lead to any objections.

Based on the findings of our audit, we believe that the consolidated financial statements are in compliance 
with the IFRS to be applied in the EU and, in addition, the provisions of Sec. 315a para. 1 HGB in context with 
Sec. 315a para. 3 HGB, as well as the supplementary provisions of the articles of association, and, with 
due regard to the generally accepted accounting principles, the consolidated financial statements give a 
true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and earnings of the Group. the consolidated 
Management’s Report corresponds with the consolidated financial statements, presents a true and fair view 
of the Group’s situation and accurately outlines the risks and rewards of future trends.

Munich, February 29, 2008

Rödl & Partner GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft

IndePendenT audIToR’s RePoRT
 

Dr. Jordan
Wirtschaftsprüfer

leupold
Wirtschaftsprüfer
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suPeRvIsoRy boaRd’s RePoRT
 

the Management Board of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG regularly informed us on the position and course of  
business of the Company and of the Group in 2007. We thoroughly discussed basic questions of business  
policy in common meetings. In doing so we convinced ourselves that the Management Board is managing properly.  
Furthermore, the Chairman of the Supervisory Board was in constant telephone or personal contact with the  
Management Board.

the Supervisory Board did not convene any committees for particular topics within the Supervisory Board.

the Supervisory Board met four times during the 2007 financial year: on February 1, 2007; May 10, 2007; august 24, 
2007, and November 15, 2007. the subjects of the meetings were particularly the establishment of a new Chinese 
production company in Xuzhou, consultations concerning new international acquisitions as well as the course of 
business thus far and Hansen Group‘s earnings forecasts for the 2007 financial year. In the last meeting, Christian 
Dreyer informed the Supervisory Board that Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG‘s parent company, Hansen Beteiligungs 
GmbH, based in Salzburg (austria), will sell its majority share in the amount of 68 % to kopex S.a., Poland. In its 
 report dated February 23, 2006, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH, Salzburg (austria) reported that it holds an invest-
ment in accordance with Sec. 20 para. 4 aktG (German Stock Corporation act). In a statement dated November 23, 
2007, which Hansen Sicherheitstechnik received on December 1, 2007, Hansen Beteiligungs GmbH stated that the 
investment in Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG no longer exists. 

the financial statements for the financial year ending December 31, 2007 provided by the Management Board were 
audited by kPMG Deutsche treuhandgesellschaft aG, Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Essen, and rendered an 
unqualified auditor’s opinion. the consolidated financial statements for the financial year ending December 31, 
2007 and Group Management’s Report provided by the Management Board were audited by Rödl & Partner GmbH,  
Munich, and rendered an unqualified auditor’s opinion.

the audit reports provided by the auditor were available to all Supervisory Board members and were discussed in 
detail, together with the auditors, during the Supervisory Board meeting held april 17, 2008. 

the Supervisory Board recognised the auditor‘s audit findings with approval and, after completing its own review, 
does not raise any reservations. the Supervisory Board has approved the financial statements and consolidated 
financial statements for the 2007 financial year which were compiled by the Management Board. the financial 
statements for the year ending December 31, 2007 of Hansen Sicherheitstechnik aG are therefore adopted.

the Supervisory Board has also recognised the report of the Management Board on relations to affiliated  
companies in accordance with Sec. 312 aktG (German Stock Corporation act). the Supervisory Board has, in  
accordance with Sec. 314 para. 3 aktG (German Stock Corporation act), no objections in respect to the  
Management Board’s declaration at the end of the report. It agrees with the findings of the auditor, who rendered 
the following opinion in accordance with Sec. 313 para. 3 aktG (German Stock Corporation act) on the report of the  
Management Board:

„Following our examination, which we carried out in conformity with professional standards, and evaluation,  
we confirm that
1. the factual information in the report is correct, 2. the Company’s services in respect of the transactions listed in 
the report were not disproportionately large.”

the Supervisory Board thanks the Management Board and all the employees for the work they performed during 
the financial year and thanks the shareholders for their loyalty to the Company and wish them much success for 
the year 2008.

Munich, april 17, 2008

Jürgen tonn 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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the annual report, particularly the forecast report as part of the Group Management‘s Report, contains 
various forecasts and expectations as well as statements concerning future development of Hansen 
Group. these statements are based on assumptions and estimates and could be connected with known 
and unknown risks and uncertainties. actual developments and results as well as the financial and assets 
position could deviate materially from the stated expectations and assumptions. the reasons for deviations 
can be, in addition to other market swings, the development of world market prices for raw materials as well 
as financial markets and exchange rates, amendments of national and international laws and regulations or 
basic changes in the economic and political environment. It is neither intended, nor does Hansen assume a 
special obligation to update forward-looking statements or to adjust them to events or developments after 
the appearance of this annual report.

foRwaRd-looKInG sTaTeMenTs
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THe Hansen GRouP

donoVan Moss, Msc
sales diRectoR 
hansen+GenWest, south afRica

chRistoph schRoedeR
ManaGinG diRektoR (BeGinninG 06/0�/2007) 
hansen+GenWest, south afRica

desMond R. sMith, Msc
ManaGinG diRectoR (endinG 05/��/2007)
hansen+GenWest, south afRica

andRea fiocchetta
contRolleR
hansen sicheRheitstechnik aG, GeRMany

JeRzy BRaszczok
shaReholdeR and ManaGinG diRectoR  
eh-sBs, poland

andRzeJ czechoWski
shaReholdeR and ManaGinG diRectoR  
elGoR+hansen, poland
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MBa chRistian dReyeR
ceo hansen GRoup

aleksandeR seMeczko
shaReholdeR and ManaGinG diRectoR
eh-sBs, poland

henRyk sontaG
shaReholdeR and ManaGinG diRectoR
eh-sBs, poland

Jin yun
ManaGinG diRectoR 
hansen china ltd, china.

nikolai zhalnin
shaReholdeR siB-hansen, Russia

alexeJ kasantzeJeW
ManaGinG diRectoR  siB-hansen, Russia

ViktoR poteRaylo 
ManaGinG diRectoR
hansen ukRaine

kRzysztof BaduRa
shaReholdeR and ManaGinG diRectoR  
elGoR+hansen, poland

Josef siMecek
shaReholdeR and ManaGinG diRectoR
ostRoJ+hansen, czech RepuBlic

petR petRuska
shaReholdeR and technical diRectoR  
ostRoJ+hansen, czech RepuBlic

ˇ ˇ

ˇ
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